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FOCUS: EXCAVATION / EARTHMOVING & ROADBUILDING

See our ad on A16
2020 LINK-BELT 300 X3
Weldco Beales 60’ Long
Reach, 2 pc boom+stick,
Isuzu diesel Tier IV 207
net hp, stk# R160-1020

KOMATSU WA500-7 (2015)
• 7625 Hours
• Very Clean Unit
• 8 CYD Bucket
• Auto Grease System
• 29.5 R25 Tires
• Joystick & Steering Wheel
Steer
• Joystick Bucket Control
• Third Valve
• Rear View Camera
• All Needed Servicing /
Repairs completed.
• Price: $325,000. Cdn.

ONLINE AUCTIONS

705-566-8190
416-770-7706

www.bmcdowell.com
sales@bmcdowell.com

Quality,
Reconditioned
Equipment
Since 1976

Sales, Rentals &
Rental Purchase

Aug 27th 12pm & 28th 9am:
Industrial Equipment,
Repos, Government &
Recreational Vehicles

Contact John or Mark at: 1-800-265-5747
SEE OUR AD
or
ON PAGE A6 Rosaire in Timmins at: 1-705-268-3311
www.marcelequipment.com

ONLINE HEAVY
EQUIPMENT &
TRANSPORTATION
AUCTIONS

— UPCOMING AUCTIONS —
Windsor, ON

Tuesday, September 28th

Charity Auction for

Barrie, ON

Tuesday, September 28th &
Wednesday, September 29th

Ancaster, ON

Thursday, October 28th

Visit our website for more information.
Engine: 372.8 hp
Operating Weight: 112,206 lb.
Dig Depth: 25'6"

1-844-933-4424

sales@cgequipment.com

Consignment Commission Capped For Sellers

1-888-376-3155 • AllStarAuctions.ca
44 Line 9 South, Oro-Medonte, ON L0L 1T0

MAXIMUM
PRODUCTIVITY
magnumattachments.com

YOU’VE GOT ALL THE ANGELS COVERED
WITH MAGNUM TILTROTATORS

1.800.556.9452

EECI210029

DX490LC-5

amiattachments.com

1-855-625-0941

SALES

PARTS

SERVICE

sales@creightonrock.com

Strength in Numbers

&
team up as the

Eastern Canadian
Distributor

1-877-640-2862

CRDCREIGHTON.COM

SERVING CANADA TOPLIFT.COM

7325 Regional Road #20 | Smithville, Ontario | L0R 2A0

403-701-6013
DISCOUNTS ON ALL ESCO BUCKETS FOR ALL MAKES !

ridgelineequip.ca

EQUIPMENT RENTALS WITH HYDRAULIC ATTACHMENTS

WE ARE YOUR

COMPLETE

DRILLING &
SPECIALIZED

EQUIPMENT

PROFESSIONAL
Jim Walsh
jwalsh@essltd.com
416-358-3192

Servicing all make and models,
Specializing in Foundation and
exploration Drilling equipment.

www.essltd.com
since 1946

SERVICE
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

CATERPILLAR • LINK-BELT

1-800-268-0182

Publications Mail Agreement: 40063867

aldenrents.com
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BREAK
NEW GROUND.
The 75G excavator delivers the power you need for big jobs along with all the advantages of a compact
machine. With more in common with a full-sized excavator than compact models, the 75G delivers
outsized strength, durability and exceptional flexibility, allowing your operation to deliver the same. And,
its reduced-tail-swing configuration and unmatched sightlines, make working in congested conditions a
breeze, while allowing for better maneuverability close to curbs, parallel to structures or alongside traffic.
Best of all, these machines are backed by Brandt; the best-trained, most committed 24/7/365 after-sales
support team in the business. That’s Powerful Value. Delivered.

NEED FAST, FLEXIBLE FINANCING? WE DELIVER.

brandt.ca 1-888-227-2638

Call TOLL FREE: 1-855-711-4545
or visit brandtfinance.com
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Ritchie Bros' $1 billion
acquisition
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Soilmec's new SR-30
Eagle drilling rig
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CAT's remote-control
system for excavators
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Construction sites: eyesores or symbols of prosperity?
While speaking on the
phone with my grandmother the other day, she
described the three different cranes she could see
through the window of her
Scarborough residence.
According to her, they had
been setup at their respective
condominium construction
sites for a very long time.
She didn't seem bothered
by them, and maybe even
had an understanding of the
positive impact that the resulting buildings would have
on the community.
However, this conversation got me thinking
about the many people
who complain about the
“sight-pollution” caused by
construction sites.
Complaints about roadwork can mostly be chalked
up to the negative impact
on travel time and access
to residences and establishments. And sure, some

sites have a tendency to cast
dust and dirt into their surroundings or be a bit noisy.
But why are we so quick to
label construction sites as
“eyesores”, rather than an
indication of prosperity in
the community?
With the intention of combatting this, there have been
many attempts at limiting
sight-pollution from construction sites.
One British Columbia-based design company,
Multigraphics, offers mesh
banners and hoarding
signage, which can be
used to “hide the mess” of
construction sites with advertisements or artwork.
Some of the motivation behind this concealment stems
from a site’s compliance with
building codes, safety and
environmental concerns, or
an unwillingness to reveal
what is being built. However,
often it is used to distract

and appease disgruntled
members of the public. But
these concealments can also
offer an opportunity to instill
pride within the community,
by showcasing local artists,
rooting for the home team,
or building excitement about
the project itself.
A more thorough understanding of the different
work that goes into the infrastructure around us may also
leave us with a different perspective about construction
sites.
Construction in heavily
populated areas can take a
very long time to complete.
I’ve worked on jobs that felt
like they were never going to
end. If you ever feel like a job
in your community is taking
a long time, the labourers
and operators working on
that site probably want nothing more than for it to be
over with. Setbacks happen
frequently, and more often

Max Carrington // Editor

editor@equipmentjournal.com

than not, they are unavoidable and to no fault of these
workers.
I have come to find myself
admiring the site next to my
building. Every time I walk
by on my way to the coffee
shop, I see the orange-vested labourers and operators
working diligently and I look
on as the towering crane
slowly erects someone’s future home.
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SALES, RENTALS
&
RENTAL PURCHASE
Since 1976

LONDON, ONTARIO, CANADA
Contact John or Mark at:
1-800-265-5747 or 519-686-1123
Email: sales@marcelequipment.com
Rosaire in Timmins at: 705-268-3311

UNITS SOLD WITH WARRANTY
WE ALSO RENT EQUIPMENT
$CALL
REBUILT CAT 826H COMPACTORS - 0 Hours
Components Rebuilt, Complete Machine Recondition, 3 year CAT Component Warranty.
40 Compactors to choose from.

CONTACT MARK or JOHN

1-800-265-5747 or 519-686-1123

$CALL
Reconditioned/Rebuilt CAT 816F’s
Choice of 8
All Needed Reconditioning Completed, Work Ready
with Warranty.

D
L
O
S
$275,000

$250,000
VOLVO A40G (2014) - 7,656 Hours

VOLVO A30F (2014) - 7,200 Hours

$720,000

$275,000
VOLVO A30F (2013) - 6,500 Hours

CAT 772G (2017)

NEW 29.5R25 Tires recently installed, auto greaser,
rear camera, tailgate included, Warranty,
Very Straight Truck.

750/65R25 Tires, Heated Box, Rear Camera, Very
Straight work ready truck.

Exhaust Retarder, 23.5R25 Tires, Heated Box, Tailgate is Available, Rear View Camera, Very Straight.
Warranty.

5,052 Hours - 2,241 Idle Hours, Flat Floor
with Steel Liner, New 21.00R33 Tires, Very Clean,
Well Maintained Truck. Warranty.

$285,000

$175,000

$750,000

$275,000

CAT D7E (2012) - 3,554 Hours

CAT D8R II (2001) - 24,130 Hours

CAT D8T LGP (2017)

Differential Steer, 26" Pads, Semi U Blade, Choice of
Winch, Ripper or Drawbar, Grade Control Joystick,
Rear Camera. Exceptionally Clean Unit. Warranty.

CAT SU Blade with Tilt, Complete machine to be
painted, Complete NEW Undercarriage, 26”
Track Shoes, Reman Engine at 17,586 hours.

3685 Hours - Idle Hours: 1608, Auto Reverse
Cooling Fan, 38" ES Track Pads, CAT SU Blade
with Tilt, High Speed Oil Change. Warranty.

$325,000

$250,000

$275,000

KOMATSU WA500-7 (2015) - 7,595 Hours

8 CY Bkt, Auto Grease, Joystick/Steering Wheel
Steer, Ride Control, Rear View Camera.

CAT D6N LGP (2016) - 3,835 Hours
6 Way PAT Blade, Ripper Ready, Rear Aux. Hydraulics,
Accu-grade Ready, SALT Undercarriage, 33" Pads,
Warranty.

RECONDITIONED CAT D6T XW (2013)

9,225 Hours, SU Blade, Complete New U/C, 30”
Pads, Optional MS Ripper. Warranty.

CAT D7E LGP (2015) - 6,498 Hours
S Blade, Tilt, 36” Pads, New Undercarriage
All Servicing & Repairs Completed, Painted,
Warranty.

$235,000
KOMATSU WA500-7 (2014) - 12,815 Hours
Hi-Capacity Arrangement, 9.8 CY Bkt, Additional
CTWT, NEW 875/65R29 Tires, Joystick/Steering
Wheel Steer.

D
L
O
S
$235,000
JOHN DEERE 872G (2013) - 5,840 Hours
6x6, Snow Wing, 17.5R25 Snow – Ice Tires,
Front Lift Group, Frt & Rear Fenders,
Work Ready.

$220,000

$190,000

JOHN DEERE 872G (2013) - 6,240 Hours

JOHN DEERE 772GP (2010) - 6,765 Hours

LOCATED IN TIMMINS

Steer Wheel, 14’ Blade, 17.5R25 Snow/Ice Tires, 6
Wheel Drive, Falls Snow Wing, Rear Ripper, Fenders.

Snow Wing, 17.5R25 Snow/Ice Tires, 14’ Moldboard, 6 Wheel Drive, All Needed Servicing and
Repairs Completed.

$CALL
(2) CAT 773G (2014)

9,500 Hours, Dual Slope Heated Body, Auto Grease,
Rear view Camera, 24.00R33 Tires.

VIEW our Complete Inventory at: www.marcelequipment.com
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Ritchie Bros. acquires Euro
Auctions for over $1 billion
Ritchie Bros. and Europe’s
leading plant and machinery auction house, Euro
Auctions, have announced
that Ritchie Bros. will be
acquiring Euro Auctions
group for an enterprise value
of approximately US$1.08
billion.
Founded in 1998, Euro
Auctions conducts heavy
equipment auctions under
the brands Euro Auctions and
Yoder & Frey, with 200+ employees in 14 countries.
In 2020 the company conducted 60 auctions, selling
close to 90,000 items for over
USD$670 million across its
nine locations in the United
Kingdom, Northern Ireland,
Germany, Spain, the United
Arab Emirates, Australia and
the United States.
Euro Auctions uses a similar system to Ritchie Bros.,
selling items through a timed
auction format and a daily
marketplace with immediate
purchase and bidding options.
“Ritchie Bros. and Euro
Auctions are an ideal fit with
a united goal to make asset
insights, service offerings and
disposition solutions easier
than ever,” said Ann Fandozzi,
Ritchie Bros. CEO.
“Euro Auctions has an incredibly talented team, with
expertise in asset sourcing,
auction operations, sales, and
customer service. Their ‘can
do’ attitude and entrepreneurial spirit combined with
technology has helped them
adapt and grow, in much the
same way as we have. This
acquisition significantly accelerates our strategy to drive
revenue and earnings growth
and add shareholder value
by continuing to expand our
capabilities in new channels,
sectors, regions, and customer
segments.”
Euro Auctions Founder and
Director Derek Keys added,
“Dave Ritchie and his brothers
were a big inspiration for my
brothers and I in the creation
of Euro Auctions. We modeled
much of what we do off Dave’s
customer-centric philosophy, which still runs through
Ritchie Bros. today. Bringing
us together will drive value
for customers, as we provide
more equipment, solutions,
and services to the many industries and regions in which
we operate.”

Strategic rationale
This acquisition looks to
further establish Ritchie Bros.
as a trusted global marketplace. Customers should be
able to look forward to better
price discovery and increased
equipment selection. With
Euro Auctions’ presence in
Europe and the Middle East,
Ritchie Bros.’ international
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SINCE 1998

EQUIPMENT SERVICES LTD.
HYDROLEXC.COM

SPECIALIZING

416-458-2334

IN

HYDRAULIC KER
HAMMER/BRE A
&
PARTS, SALES

ALLIED
KENT

ATLAS COPCO
MUSTANG

BTI

OKADA

CAT

CP

RAMMER

EPIROC

ESCO

ROCK RAM

SERVICE

INDECO

STANLEY

TRAMAC

footprint will grow immensely
due to this momentous acquisition.
Ritchie Bros. suite of tools
and digital services will potentially unlock value for Euro
Auctions customers. These
tools and services include
a free business inventory
management system from RB
Asset Solutions, data analytics
tools like Market Trends and
RB Asset Valuator, financing
from Ritchie Bros. Financial
Services, as well as shipping,
insurance, warranties, refurb,
and inspection services.
The combined entity hopes
to be able to leverage their
proven practices and years
of equipment expertise and
experience, while providing access to more capital
in order to quickly offer robust consignment options
for customers, regardless of
transaction size.

Terms of transaction
Under the terms of the
transaction, Ritchie Bros. will
acquire 100% of the equity
of the companies comprised
within the Euro Auctions
group for an enterprise value
of approximately US$1.08 billion in cash.
Ritchie Bros. intends to finance the transaction through
a combination of cash on
hand and new debt; and has
bridge financing commitments from Goldman Sachs
Bank USA, subject to customary terms and conditions to
facilitate the closing of the
transaction.
Ritchie Bros. has employment arrangements with
key management of the Euro
Auctions business, including
Derek Keys, who will continue
to be involved for a minimum
of three years post-closing.
It is said that Jonnie Keys
will assume a senior leadership position, and Lynden and
Trevor Keys will be retained
as sourcing leads.
Approval of this transaction
has been confirmed by Ritchie Bros.’ Board of Directors
and it is expected to officially
close in late 2021 or early 2022,
pending regulatory clearances
and satisfaction of other customary closing conditions.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO DO TODAY?
When digging is on your to-do list, Wacker Neuson
is ready for action. From excavators with bestin-class breakout force to powerful skid steers
and compact track loaders, and even a groundengaging telehandler, we have the equipment you
need to really dig into the task at hand.
Looking for ground-breaking solutions? Check it off your list with Wacker Neuson. Contact us today.
Access Mining Services

1-2010 Valleyview Road, Val Caron, ON, P3N 1L1

705-419-2602

www.acces-s.ca

Sontrac Equipment

1490 Dunning Road, Ottawa, ON, K4C 1P9

613-833-2504

www.sontracequipment.com

BEC Equipment

1780 Bonhill Rd, Mississauga, ON, L5T 1C8

647-558-3083

www.becequipment.ca

Coleman Equipment Inc.

3541 Trussler Rd New Dundee, ON, N0B 2E0

519-696-2213

www.coleman-equipment.com

Construction Equipment Co. (Sault) Inc.

1245 Great Northern Rd, Sault Ste. Marie, ON, P6B 0B9

705-942-8500

www.cec-ssm.com

Frontier Sales & Equipment

7213 Line 86, Wallenstein, ON, N0B 2S0

519-669-8709

www.frontierequipsales.com

Brownlee Equipment

332416 Hwy 11 N, Earlton ON, P0J 1E0

705-563-2212

www.bequip.ca

McGill Equipment

300 Midwest Rd, Scarborough, ON, M1P 3A9

416-751-4455

www.mcgillequipment.com

McGill Equipment

9 Ferndale Drive N, Barrie, ON, L4N 9V4

705-503-7732

www.mcgillequipment.com

EDGE 1 Equipment Rentals

330 Fruitland Rd, Hamilton, ON, L8E 5M8

800-216-6663

www.edge1.ca

Oliveira Equipment

147 Queen St. N, Tilbury, ON, N0P 2L0

226-216-0887

www.oliveiraequipment.com

A.S.E. Equipment

8503 Wellington Road 18, Fergus, ON, N1M 2W5

519-843-1161

www.aseequipment.ca

Hood Equipment Canada

14 Haniak Road, Rosslyn, ON, P7K 0C8

807-939-2641

www.hoodequipmentcompany.net

Oneida New Holland

634 Fourth Line, Caledonia, ON, N3W 2B3

905-765-5011

www.oneidanewholland.com

Mark McCabe Tractor Sales Limited

77 Sunnywood Rd. Lindsay, ON, K9V 4R5

705-799-2868

www.mccaberepair.com

1-800-201-3346 • www.wackerneuson.com

NPK
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CZM expands Long Stroke Series with the EK260LS
CZM Foundation Equipment has now introduced the
EK260LS to its fleet, the fourth model in the Long Stroke
series. The Long Stroke Series focuses on allowing the contractor to work with longer segments and can be converted
to CFA, Displacement piles, Cased CFA and Soilmixing.

The EK260LS is mounted on a CAT 352 Tier IV Final, with
extendable crawlers for 360-degree stability. It has an operation weight of 200,000 lbs and a transport weight of 140,000
lbs. The machine features a torque output of 209,700 ft/lb.
It is a cable crowd machine with 61ft of stroke. Applications

Tel: (905) 844-4164
www.highreachinc.com
RENTALS SALES SERVICE

can easily be switched between Kelly Bar, Segmented Casing,
CFA, Displacement Piles and Soil Mixing.
Some other highlights of this machine include its 432
hp engine, 12 ft maximum diameter and 130 ft standard
drilling depth.
The EK260LS also comes equipped with CAT Vision Link.
This system allows fleet managers to monitor the operation
and maintenance data of their machines online.
The cab of the machine is equipped with an AM/FM radio,
temperature control, an LCD monitor for the engine and
hydraulics computers, with diagnostics system and a CZM
Canbus System for drilling monitoring with auto functions.
Since 1976, CZM has been a leader in the foundation
drilling industry, offering a comprehensive line of machines
engineered for every foundation application. All products
are made using Caterpillar bases and designed by their
team of engineers who seek to create the most productive
and reliable machines on the market.

FEATURING:

h 50,000 lbs to 140,000 lbs.
in lifting capacity

h Smooth, accurate,
hydrostatic drive.

h Available with fullfunction radio remote
control.

h Tier III certified GM LPG
engine or Tier III certified
Cummins diesel.

h Standard and Customized
designs to suit the end
application.

ORION’S

QUICK-CHANGE
RIGGER’S BOOM.
REMOVE FORKS/INSTALL
BOOM IN MINUTES.

HARDING EQUIPMENT INC.

High Reach Inc. your authorized Broderson carry deck crane, Orion and Versa-Lift heavy fork lift truck dealer.

450-437-8848
hardingequipment@sympatico.ca
FAX: 450-430-5352

SUMMER
SAVINGS!

SMI BK-3200 new augers, new impeller,
bad motor (parts only).
$11,500.

1990 SMI 5250A c/w 2 GM diesels, front
& rear, 2000 T.P.H., very clean, low hrs.
$65,000.

1979 SMI 5250 GM-GM, single cab,
good condition.
$39,000.

1979 SMI BM-2200 GM-453, low
hours, ex-municipality.
$23,500.

1981 OSHKOSH R, c/w CAT 825 HP
rear eng, 400 hours, 5000 tph capacity.
$85,000.

1975 CAT 14G, good runner.
$57,500.

1997 RPM TECH P-3500 dump blower,
Cummins KT-450.
$59,000

1987 FORD F-700, 4x4, GM Diesel,
long frame, good condition. $14,000.

1983 WESTERN STAR, 6x6,
Cummins 270 HP, 18-46 axles, good
condition!
$57,000.

1998 BOMAG BW164AD, 66” drum,
water system, very clean.
P.O.A.

1983 VOHL DV-4000, J.D. motor, telchute.
$44,500

SMI 7200 ribbon blower, rebuilt 1997
G.M. V-12.
$48,500.

1996 SMI 8400, 4000 tons per hour,
G.M - G.M, 710 hp.
$105,000

1978 SMI 5250, GM - GM, low hours,
fresh paint.
$39,500.

1999 VOHL DV-4000, louder mount,
J.D. diesel
$65,000.
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GREAT MACHINES | GREAT PRICES

(647) 448-5361
515 Welham Road, Barrie, ON L4N 8Z6

Email us at: dsi@rogers.com

2018 CAT 349FL

2016 CAT 349FL

6323 hours, hyd., quick coupler, new 54” bucket, excellent condition.
$ CALL

2015 CAT 315FL

2015 CAT 336FL

6810 hours, hyd., quick coupler, new 54” bucket.
$ CALL

2016 CAT 308E2 CR

2012 KOMATSU PC490LC-10

2045 hours, blade, hyd., quick coupler, aux., plumbing, hyd.,
CAT pro link thumb. Like new condition.
$145,000 OBO

2014 BOBCAT E35I

10,973 hours, hyd. quick coupler, work ready machine.
$120,000 OBO

2014 CAT 232D

2680 hours, enclosed cab, blade, hyd., quick coupler, hyd.,
thumb, 2 speed travel. Good working unit.
$45,000 OBO

1565 hours, enclosed cab unit, 90% tires, high lift, 2
speed travel, forks and bucket. Work ready machine.
$42,000 OBO

2014 CAT D6T LGP

2005 CAT D6R XW
New engine, undercarriage good condition, dealer
inspected.
$120,000 OBO

1997 CAT 621F

6246 hours, BRAND NEW complete undercarriage, ripper
valve, PAT blade, GPS wired, very tight machine.
$252,000 OBO

CAT GENSET

Hitch in good condition, has AC, good rubber. Work ready
machine.
$82,000 OBO

5189 hours, hyd., coupler, aux., plumbing, extremely
clean unit, like new condition.
$245,000 OBO

1041 original hours, sound suppressing enclosed unit,
klw:475, Engine: 3412, only used as stand by unit for
medical supply company. Tested every month since new.
Dealer maintained.
$ CALL

3518 hours, blade, hyd., coupler, aux., plumbing, brand
new bucket, new rubber track pad cleats, excellent condition.
$118,000 OBO

2004 BOBCAT T250
1920 hours, tracks in good shape, tight clean machine.
$29,000 OBO

2000 CAT 769D
Good rubber, work ready. Complete service records
available, dealer inspected.
$75,000 OBO

2009 CAT 365CL
Reman engine, reman main pump. New complete under
undercarriage all within the last 2000 hours.
$135,000 OBO
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Manitowoc is bringing the boom
to The Utility Expo

QUALITY ATTACHMENTS
Barrie, Ontario

1-877-625-9677

Manitowoc will display three
of its strongest new offerings
for the utilities market at The
Utility Expo this year.
At their booth, attendees
will be able to explore the National Crane NBT60XL boom
truck, the NBT45-2 45-ton
compact and the previously
reported on Grove GHC110
telescoping crawler crane
that just launched in July.
This year’s Utility Expo
will be held in Louisville,
Kentucky, at the Kentucky
Exposition Center from Sep-

ATTACHMENTS FOR
ALL YOUR EXCAVATOR
NEEDS AND SO
MUCH MORE!
• Augers
• Breakers
• Brush Cutters
• Buckets
• Compactors
• Demolition
• Forest Mulcher
• Grapples

• Quick
Couplers
• Rippers
• Compactors
• Rubber Tracks
• Thumbs
• Screw Pile
Drivers

www.shawbros.ca
info@shawbros.ca

@EQUIPJOURNAL

Shaw Bros. is proud to be the new exclusive
Canadian Distributors Gyru-Star compact
screening systems.
These bucket type attachments are used
primarily for screening soil, compost
and aggregates and bring an affordable,
high quality and performance screening
solution, with low or zero maintenance, to
the compact attachment market.

www.bobmark.ca

email: dbuttar@bobmark.ca

2018 NEW HOLLAND C227
Compact track loader, 74 horsepower, 2 speed transmission,
Mechanical hand & foot controls, Auxiliary boom hydraulics,
Manual quick coupler, Open cab, 72 inch low profile bucket,
650 hours.
$41,900

2007 HYUNDAI R110D 7
Excavator, 26235 lb. operating weight, Mitsubishi 94 horsepower engine, 20 inch tracks, Dozer blade, 32 inch bucket,
936 original hrs, COMING.
$89,900

2008 NEW HOLLAND B95B
Backhoe, four wheel drive, 95 horsepower, 4 speed transmission
with Power Shuttle, Extend-A-Hoe, Cab, 1.3 yard front loader
bucket, Rear Auxiliary backhoe hydraulics, Pilot Controls, Flip
over stabilizer pads, Turf tires, 9,050 hrs, COMING (available
in August)
$39,900

HYUNDAI HX220L
Cummins QSB6.7 engine with 182 hp, 51,500 lb. operating
weight, 18’8” boom, 9’7” arm, 2-way aux., piping with prop.,
joystick control, hyd., Q/C, hyd.,thumb, 42” bucket, Pattern
change selector valve, 32” triple grouser shoes, 450 hrs.
$189,900

2006 NEW HOLLAND C190
Compact track loader, 81 hp, 2,900 lb. lift capacity to full
height, 9810 lb. operating weight, 17.7 inch rubber tracks,
Mechanical Hand & Foot Controls, 2 speed trans.,, Enclosed
cab with Heater, High Flow hyd., with 37 gpm, Mechanical
Q/C, 1,436 hrs.
$44,900

2014 NEW HOLLAND L221
74 horsepower, Tier 3 engine, 2100 lift capacity to full
height, 2 speed transmission, Mechanical hand controls,
Manual quick coupler, 12-16.5 tires, Suspension seat, Block
heater, 1691 hrs, Cab enclosure with heater.
$36,900

2016 HYUNDAI HX300L
69,780 lb. operating weight, Cummins QSB6.7 engine w/
230 hp, 32” track pads, 20’6” boom, 10’ arm, Intelligent
power control w/3 power modes, RVC, travel alarm, auto
swing brake, double-acting aux., boom hyd., 36” heavy
duty bucket, 1,703 hrs.
$229,000

CATERPILLAR 277
Compact track loader, Cat 3034 4 cylinder turbo charged
engine with 74 horsepower, 2950 lb. Lift Capacity, 9126
lb. operating weight, 18 inch rubber tracks, Auxiliary boom
hydraulics, Pilot Controls, Side windows, 6028 hours.
$21,900

2009 HYUNDAI R210LC-9
49,934 lb. operating weight, Cummins QSB6.7 litre diesel
engine, 151 hp, 9’ 8” inch stick length, aux., boom hyd.,
Weldco-Beales Q/C, hyd., thumb, hyd., tilt ditching bkt, 32”
track pads, 14,510 hrs.
$59,900

BREAKERS IN STOCK FOR
3.5 / 6 / 8 / 18 TON EXCAVATORS

2005 HYUNDAI HL740-7
Cummins QSB5.9-C engine with 140 hp, 25,350 lb. operating
weight, 20.5-25 tires, 3.0 yd bucket with bolt-on cutting
edge, 3rd function aux. hyd., exterior mirrors, front & rear
fenders, air seat, 7,051 hrs.
$69,900

2003 HYUNDAI HL730-3
Cummins B3.9-C engine with 106 hp, 21,500 lb. operating
weight, 4 speed Powershift trans., 3rd Function aux., hyd.,
Exterior mirrors, ACS hyd. Q/C, 2.5 yard material bucket
with bolt-on cutting edge, 17.5-25 tires, Fenders, Recently
new set of AMI pallet forks included, 4506 hrs. $49,900

Please welcome Brandon Wood our new CE specialist with
Bob Mark New Holland, over 5 years proven experience with
other CE brands in the industry. Brandon looks forward to
partnering with customers and helping their bottom line with
solutions from Hyundai & New Holland.

4 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!

CAMPBELLFORD:
705-653-3700

BREAKERS IN STOCK!!!
Brand New Hyundai hydraulic breakers, All sizes available
to fit excavators from 1 ton to 100 ton, Call us for your
hydraulic breaker needs.
CALL FOR PRICING!

CONTACT BRANDON
bwood@bobmark.ca
289-356-3306 (mobile)

LINDSAY:
705-324-2221

NAPANEE:
613-354-9244

SUNDERLAND:
705-357-3121

tember 28-30. The event will
cover more than 30 acres,
and Manitowoc will occupy
outdoor booth number E843.
“We’re proud to have
earned the trust and confidence of hundreds of utility
customers over the years,”
said Michael Heinrich, vice
president of sales for boom
truck cranes at Manitowoc.
“For over 50 years, our
boom trucks have led the
way with flexible setup,
class-leading features and
comfort for operators. This
is thanks to direct feedback
from our customers that’s
incorporated into our engineering processes.”

NBT60XL
Show visitors will have
a chance to check out the
National Crane NBT60XL
boom truck at Manitowoc’s
booth for the first time since
its launch in late 2020.
This versatile crane is
particularly well-suited for
the utility sector, boasting
a 151-foot main boom with
class-leading load charts and
practical transportability.
“The NBT60XL is taking on
all competitors in the 60 USt
market,” Heinrich said.
“This machine features the
best combination of boom
length and load chart capacity and its short wheelbase,
just under 45 ft, makes for
convenient and less-costly
roading.”
The NBT60XL features
16,000 lbs of hydraulically
removable truck crane-style

counterweights. The trayless design allows for the
counterweight slabs to be
stacked in any order quickly
and efficiently.
The NBT60XL also comes
standard with a host of operator-centric features, such as
the deluxe tilting cab (up to
20°) with heated seat and a
Bluetooth/AM/FM radio and
speakers.

NBT40-2 Series
Also on display at the company’s booth will be the new
NBT45-2 boom truck, one of
two models in the NBT402 Series. This crane is also
offered in a 40-ton version.
Both the 40 and 45-ton
configurations offer 127-foot
and 142-foot, five-section
boom options with load
charts boasting double digit
percentage increases over
their predecessors, with
no change in gross vehicle
weight (GVW).
The NBT40-2 Series is ideal
for work in utility sectors, due
to its versatile boom lengths
and excellence in close charts
or capacity at reach. The tree
service industry will find the
crane suitable for its rugged
design and when needing
200 ft plus of platform height.
The NBT60XL and NBT402 Series can be factory-fitted
with the NTC performance
package that includes four
(100, 75, 50 and 0-percent
span) position outriggers,
wireless wind-speed indicator, two-camera system, and
wireless outrigger controls.
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5-YEAR/5,000 HOUR
Full Machine Warranty

5-YEAR/10,000 HOUR

Machine Structures Warranty

Operating Weight: 56,900 lbs || Net HP: 160 hp || Max Dig Depth: 21’10” || Reach at Ground Level: 31’9”

245

• 10% cycle time improvement to get your work done
quicker.
• 5% better fuel consumption without a Diesel
Particulate Filter (DPF) to maintain or replace.
• X4’s all new hydraulic system features electronically
controlled pumps that take hydraulic efficiency to
the next level.
• Isuzu engine that utilizes a cooled EGR system with
minimal maintenance in mind and with minimal

DEF consumption.
• Cab designed for shift-long comfort.
• Equipped with RemoteCARE® (GPS fleet management
system). Free lifetime coverage to original owner.
• WAVES (Wide-Angle Visual Enhancement System)
option for a 230° visual.
• X4’s have a beefed up undercarriage.

Your LINK-BELT Excavators Dealer has all the details!
ALBERTA

NEW BRUNSWICK

QUEBEC

Equipment Sales & Service Ltd.

Paul Equipment

Équipement JYL Inc.

Edmonton (780) 440-4010
essltd.com

Balmoral (506) 826-3289
paulequipment.ca

Chicoutimi (418) 698-6656
equipementjyl.com

BRITISH COLUMBIA
The Inland Group
Burnaby, BC 604-291-6431
Campbell River, BC 250-287-8878
Castlegar, BC 250-365-2807
Cranbrook, BC 250-426-6205
Fort St. John, BC 250-785-6105
Kamloops, BC 250-374-4406
Kelowna, BC 250-769-2933
Langley, BC 604-607-8555
Nanaimo, BC 250-758-5288
Penticton, BC 250-492-3939
Prince George, BC 250-562-8171
Quesnel, BC 250-992-7256
Terrace, BC 250-635-5122
Vernon, BC 250-545-4424
Williams Lake, BC 250-392-7101
inland-group.com

ONTARIO
Itec 2000
Rosslyn (888) 574-8530
Thunder Bay (888) 574-8530
itec2000.com

McDowell B Equipment Ltd.
Sudbury (705) 566-8190
Barrie (416) 770-7706
bmcdowell.com

Stratton Equipment
Sales & Service
Stratton (807) 483-7777
strattonequipment.com

Top Lift Enterprises Inc.
Stoney Creek (905) 662-4137
Bolton (905) 857-5200
toplift.com

Micanic
St-Aug-D-Desm (418) 878-2241
micanic.com

Paul Equipment
(506) 826-3289
paulequipment.ca

Top Lift Enterprises Inc.
St-Laurent (514) 335-2953
Sherbrooke (819) 612-5438
toplift.com

YUKON TERRITORY
The Inland Group
Whitehorse, YT 867-668-2127
inland-group.com

www.lbxco.com/warranty
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Selling your equipment?

WE TAKE CARE OF
EVERYTHING!

Trust us with the sale of your used equipment.

Get peace of mind. Let us sell it for you with our consignment option.

You set the selling price
Get a free inspection and evaluation
Access the largest heavy equipment sales network in
Eastern Canada for maximum visibility
Avoid the risks and stress of selling at auction

GET YOUR EQUIPMENT EVALUATED FOR FREE!
Speak with one of our experts today.

1-833-953-7847

toromontequip.com/consignment

TOROMONT EQUIP

@EQUIPJOURNAL
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Epiroc to debut new equipment at MINExpo
Epiroc has announced that it will be showcasing a variety
of enhanced products at the upcoming MINExpo. Among
these products will be the Pit Viper 291, SmartROC D65 XLF,
SmartROC T45, Boomer M20, Boltec M10 and E10 Bolting
Rigs and the COP 57P DTH Hammer.
In addition to their array of new equipment enhancements,
Epiroc plans to showcase their Automation and Information
Management solutions system, 6th Sense Solutions.

SmartROC T45

Pit Viper 291

The SmartROC T45 is a tophammer surface drill rig for
quarrying and construction that boosts productivity, reduces
fuel costs and provides valuable data to help keep you on top
of your business. The rig offers Smart options and features
such as Hole Navigation System (HNS), AutoPos and ROC
Manager.

It is based on a modular design platform that is unique in
today’s market. The customizable hammer is available in 19
variants specific to mining, quarrying, water well drilling and
geotechnical drilling. The hammer can be used for different
rock formations by optimizing for high or low impact energy
as well as making sure the range is compatible with popular
rigs and compressors.

Boomer M20

6th Sense Solutions

This rig is designed to tackle larger diameter drilling in
soft to medium ground conditions in both rotary and DTH
drilling. It is capable of 6 3/4 inches to 12 1/4 inches (171 mm
to 311 mm) diameter holes with a 55 foot (16.76 m) clean
hole single pass with the drill bit above the table. It is also
available with a 59-foot (18 m) option.
The Pit Viper 291 offers more than 100 different configuration options, so the operator can fashion the perfect setup
for any given application. Scalable automation features
allow for a more versatile range of applications, including
autonomous drilling.

The world’s first face drill rig with internal hydraulics, the
Boomer M20 is designed to minimize unplanned stoppages
and maximize uptime and performance in the toughest
conditions.
High precision and performance are ensured with on-board
automation features, tele-remote capabilities and digital drill
plans, which give higher reliability and quality of the full drill
cycle. Through tele-remote capabilities, operators can drill
from a safe distance.
The Boomer M20 comes with a battery-electric driveline
option. With the on-board charger, charging automatically
happens while connected to the grid for drilling.

During MINExpo 2021, Epiroc will showcase its Automation
and Information Management solutions as part of the 6th
Sense capabilities. 6th Sense is Epiroc's answer to the mining and construction industries’ need for digitization as an
enabler for the enhancement of safety and productivity.

SmartROC D65 XLF

Boltec M10 and E10 Bolting Rigs

The new SmartROC D65 XLF boasts an array of smart
features, such as automated drilling and rod handling and is
equipped with an intelligent fuel-saving system that reduces
fuel consumption by 20 percent compared to the FlexiROC
D65 drill rig.
The SmartROC D65 XLF is available in three feed beam
sizes to carry 5, 6 or 8-meter pipes, and has the capacity
to drill down to a depth of 56 meters. When using 8-meter
pipes, it is possible to drill 16-meter production holes with
just one rod adding.

Epiroc’s next generation rock reinforcement rig is available
in two versions - Boltec M10 and E10. The Boltec E10 will be
showcased at MINExpo 2021 for an up-close view. Designed
for increased productivity and quality bolt installation, the
rigs feature a new operator control panel, reduced noise
levels, better visibility, and improved operator ergonomics.

ALL MAKES
ALL MODELS

AUTHORIZED
DISTRIBUTOR

POWERTRAIN SPECIALISTS
TRANSMISSIONS - AXLES - STEERING

COP 57P DTH Hammer
Epiroc will be exhibiting several products from its tool
range, including the COP 57P, a versatile DTH hammer range.

PARTS - EXCHANGE - REBUILDS

TARTEN EQUIPMENT LIMITED
6199 Shawson Drive Mississauga, ON L5T 1E5
Phone: 905 670 1704

Fax: 905 670 4790

Toll Free: 1 888 670 1704

WWW.TARTEN.COM

COMMITTED TO SERVICE EXCELLENCE SINCE 1976

Advance Construction Equipment
Excavator Mulchers

Waterloo Location (519) 742-5878

www.advanceequipment.net

Harriston Location (519) 510-5878

Available for Excavators
from 5 to 40 Tonnes.

Can cut and
mulch trees
and brush
up to 16˝in
diameter.

JCB JZ140D EXCAVATOR, 14 ton, cab,
HVAC, radio, backfill blade, hyd. thumb,
manual coupler, 2 buckets, local trade.
.......................................................$POA.

ECO MULCHER Model THK 150

www.ecomulcher.com
The St. George Company
YOUR MULCHER SPECIALIST SINCE 1986
sales@thestgeorgeco.com

800-461-4299

JCB 527-58 COMPACT TELEHANDLER, JCB 3CX CAB, cab, heat, front coupler,
2200 hours, deluxe cab, HVAC, Q-fit front 1.4 yd bucket, rear hydraulics.
coupler, 5000 lb capacity, 19’ lift height,
100 hp diesel ............................. $72,500. .......................................................$POA.

JCB 426HT, 3 yard loader, hydraulic cou- JCB 417, 1500 hours, 2 yard loader, hydraulic coupler bucket, deluxe cab, hvac.
pler.
2 available from ...................... $85,000. ................................................ $119,500.
607 Colby Drive,
Waterloo, ON N2V 1A1
TEL (519) 742-5878
FAX (519) 742-0541

RR#3, 6297 City Road 109 South
Harriston, ON N0G 1Z0
TEL (519) 510-5878
FAX (519) 510-4283

2012 JD244J, 2100 hours, skid steer
coupler, very clean local trade.
.......................................................$POA.

Here to Serve you Better!
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Soilmec’s new SR-30 Eagle
Soilmec small-sized drilling rigs made
history with the R-312 in 1995, offering a
generous Diesel engine with a powerful
rotary head. The SR-30 Eagle inherits the
best characteristics of previous models
and embodies performance, technology
and attention to detail. A benchmark rig
for the small-diameter drilling works
market, perfect to carry out works in residential areas and confined spaces and is
always ready to be promptly moved to the
next jobsite.

Designed for Operators
The brand-new SR-30 Eagle has been
designed for operators. The cabin is compact with perfect visibility that allows
the operator complete control. It comes
complete with amenities such as air conditioning and an adjustable seat. This rig
also comes with useful solutions, such as
a high-pressure washer kit, compressor
kit and tool shelf, all aimed at making the
operator’s work easier.
The SR-30 Eagle uses the Drilling Mate
System (DMS) 4.0 product suite to increase
piling reliability, improve operations, implement automated drilling features and
allow operators and fleet managers to be
proactive with maintenance.
The DMS includes widgets to personalize
user experience and offer effortless access
to automation features. Among these, automatic return to the centre hole, anti-slack
rope system, automatic auger lifting, auto-rotary and auto-drilling functions.

complete with 4x9 kelly bar and a weight
of less than 30 tons (66,138 lb).
The SR-30 Eagle upgraded version comes
with a Soilmec segmental modular mast.
This allows switching to LHR and extended CFA configurations simple and
cost-efficient.

Power and Efficiency
To better support the mechanical performance, Soilmec has equipped this rig with
the latest generation Stage V/Tier4f Diesel
engine, equipped with low-idle to improve
fuel efficiency and decrease noise pollution.
The 4.5-liter four-cylinder Cummins engine can deliver a maximum power of 149 kW
(200 HP). Power and efficiency collaborate
to elevate the force available and improve
excavation.
Despite its small dimensions, the strength
of the mast has made it possible to install a
rotary with a maximum torque of 131 kNm
(96619 lbft). The SR-30 Eagle is capable of
optimizing torque and rotation speed during
excavation thanks to the automatic control
of motor displacement.
Moreover, the rotary is provided with a new
hydraulic block that has been redesigned for
more efficient hydraulic performance and
pressure losses.

Full Visibility

The SR-30 Eagle has full visibility above
and below the ground. The area surrounding
the rig can be observed through the large
windshield and side windows, rear-view
mirrors and a camera system, complete
Standard and Upgraded Versions
with monitor in cab.
The rig is available in two different verThe drilling performance is monitored
sions to satisfy your specific needs. The by the Drilling Mate System, providing the
Standard Version, that can be transported operator data in real time.

(705) 560-BULL (2855)

Canada’s Grader People and more

1510 Fairburn St. Sudbury, ON P3A 1N7

jadeequipment.com ● info@jadeequipment.com

www.bullpowertrain.com

WE ARE YOUR AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTRE FOR

   
When construction season begins,
make sure you’re equipment with

the right machine
and reputable
parts and
service from

Jade Equipment!





We are Canada’s grader experts, the industry’s specialist for new, used and rebuilt parts for Volvo,
Champion and John Deere motor graders; used, reconditioned sales and rentals (summer or winter
use) of motor graders, wheel loaders, excavators and more; and we carry a vast inventory of used and
new attachments for your machines.
But more than graders, we are your source for used, rebuilt & new parts for a wide range of other
road machinery and heavy equipment, including:
• Engines • Attachments • Cutting Edges
• Rebuilt Transmissions
• Rebuilt Final Drives
• Rebuilt Clutches
• Hydraulic Pumps

• Tire Chains • Tires and Rims
• Rebuilt Carrier Assemblies
• Rebuilt Brake Assemblies
• Rebuilt Clutch & Brake Boosters
• Rebuilt Hydraulic Cylinders.

Simcoe County & District of Muskoka, Ontario

PARTS • SERVICE • SALES • RENTALS
Edmonton, Alberta call 1-800-663-0715
Orillia, Ontario call 1-866-404-5233

FOR SALE:
Used VOLVO D7D Engine
with only 3,100 hours.
$29,500 CAD
plus applicable taxes and freight FOB Edmonton, AB

We Manufacture
OEM Driveshafts

Contact your nearest branch for details.

Edmonton, Alberta Toll Free: 1-800-663-0715 ● Orillia, Ontario Toll Free: 1-866-404-5233
Authorized to
perform warranty work

OEM parts and components for
all your off-highway equipment

Factory trained
technicians

10807-209 Street, Edmonton, AB T5S 1Z7
Tel: 780-452-7021 ● Fax: 780-453-1477

47 Forest Plain Road, Oro-Medonte, ON L3V 0R4
Tel: 705-325-2777 ● Fax: 705-325-9777
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DESIGNED TO DOMINATE.
POWERED BY INNOVATION.

AUTHORIZED DOOSAN DEALERS

ALBERTA

MANITOBA

BRITISH COLUMBIA

AG CO N E Q U I PM E N T
204-255-4772
doosandealers.com/Springfield-MB

D O O S A N O F T H E P E AC E
250-785-1197
doosandealers.com/Fort-St.-John

B ROW N ’ S I N D U ST R I A L S A LE S
780-875-2339
doosandealers.com/Lloydminster

NORTHWEST TERRITORIES

W E STE R R A E Q U I PM E N T
604-850-7313
doosandealers.com/Abbotsford

D O O S A N O F T H E P E AC E
780-538-0791
doosandealers.com/Grande-Prairie

250-314-3600
doosandealers.com/Kamloops

ONTARIO

RO N ’ S AU TO S E RV I C E LT D .
867-766-6025
doosandealers.com/ Yellowknife

SASKATCHEWAN
B O B C AT O F R E G I N A , LT D .
306-347-7600
doosandealers.com/Regina
E A RT H WO R K S E Q U I PM E N T
CO R P O R AT I O N
306-931-7880
doosandealers.com/Saskatoon

YUKON
D O O S A N O F W H I TE H O R S E
867-633-4426
doosandealers.com/Whitehorse

250-716-0443
doosandealers.com/Nanaimo

B O B C AT O F H A M I LTO N LT D .
905-643-3177
doosandealers.com/Stoney-Creek

W I LLI A M S M AC H I N E RY
250-563-0181
doosandealers.com/Prince-George

C G E Q U I PM E N T
519-826-0550
doosandealers.com/Guelph

NEW BRUNSWICK

519-236-4934
doosandealers.com/Zurich

PAU L E Q U I PM E N T
AND SONS
506-826-3289
doosandealers.com/Balmoral
506-449-3289
doosandealers.com/Fredericton

H A RT I N G TO N E Q U I PM E N T
613-372-2744
doosandealers.com/Hartington
I TE C 2 0 0 0 E Q U I PM E N T
807-768-8584
doosandealers.com/Rosslyn
R E A DYQ U I P S A LE S
& S E RV I C E LT D .
705-268-7600
doosandealers.com/Timmins
STRAT TON EQUIPMENT
CO M PA NY
807-483-7777
doosandealers.com/Stratton

QUEBEC

E A ST RO C K E Q U I PM E N T I N C .
613-737-3963
doosandealers.com/Ottawa
G F P R E STO N S A LE S & S E RV I C E
705-384-5368
doosandealers.com/Sundridge

É Q U I P E M E N TS PL A N NO R D
450-464-8000
doosandealers.com/fr/Beloeil
418-878-4007
doosandealers.com/fr/
St.-Augustin-de-Desmaures

New -7 Series wheel loaders, now available
from your local Doosan® dealer.
Learn more at NA.DOOSANEQUIPMENT.COM

Doosan® and the Doosan logo are registered trademarks of Doosan Corp.
in the United States and various other countries around the world.
©2021 Doosan Infracore North America, LLC. All rights reserved.
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CAT introduces new
generation of pulverizers
Caterpillar’s new generation
of primary and secondary
pulverizers feature industry-leading technology to
deliver up to 52% faster
cycle times, producing
more tons-per-liter of fuel
burned.
The new CAT® pulverizer line includes three new
rotatable primary models—
P318, P324 and P332—which
feature 360-degree rotation,
and three new fixed secondary models—P218, P224 and
P232. Both pulverizer series
are designed to fit 18 to 50tonne machines.
The new design is built

around the same reliable
industry-leading SpeedBooster technology found in
CAT’s multi-processors. This
exclusive feature quickly
closes the jaw when there is
no load. When the jaw comes
into contact with material,
the SpeedBooster hydraulic
valve automatically switches
to power mode for maximum
power, quickly shattering
concrete.

Up to 26% greater
performance

primary pulverizers balance
speed and power by offering
up to 52% faster cycle times
and 21% higher force than
the previous models.
Bidirectional 360-degree
rotation for the P300 series
models positions the jaw to
grab properly sized material
for further processing. Integral rebar knives quickly
shear through pipes, rebar
and other embedded materials to improve demolition
efficiency.

Delivering efficient and From all angles
profitable demolition of conCAT’s Secondary Pulcrete structures, CAT’s new verizers deliver up to 44%
faster cycle times and up to
20% better force in concrete
demolition, resulting in up
to 15% greater performance
in secondary material processing applications.
Wide jaw openings allow
operators to grab more
material from any angle,
increasing processing speed
and improving overall material throughput.

Crushing Screening
EQUIPMENT RENTALS

(905) 670-3440

AMACOCEI.COM

Increased uptime
Delivering the production,
reliability, durability and
value expected from CAT
products, both new pulverizer series’ feature bolt-on

wear components that can
be quickly replaced in the
field with no hard-face
welding required for maintenance, so the pulverizers
spend more time working.
Increasing reliability and
longevity, all hydraulic components are protected inside
a housing with a bolt-on
removable panel that provides complete access for
servicing.
Integrated into all new
pu l ve r i ze rs, C AT a ss e t

416.770.7706 or 705.566.8190
www.bmcdowell.com sales@bmcdowell.com

tracking is available for
quick attachment locating. Easy-to-establish site
boundaries increase attachment security by sending an
alert if the asset is moved
beyond a set perimeter. Asset
tracking allows for efficient
management of the entire
attachment fleet, quickly
viewed through VisionLink®
with Product Link™ subscribed equipment.
Capable of working on a
range of excavators, these

new pulverizers are designed
to increase efficiency when
powered by CAT hydraulic
excavators.
An integrated solution,
CAT’s next gen excavators
include pulverizer settings
in the controls, allowing the
excavator to quickly recognize the attachment and
automatically establish the
proper operating settings.
Along with CAT excavators,
these new pulverizers are
covered by CAT dealers.

HEAVY EQUIPMENT
SALES, RENTALS & REPAIRS

GTA & SUDBURY

SALES, RENTALS, PARTS
& SERVICE SINCE 1968

2019 LINKBELT 210X2, 18’9” boom, 9’8”
arm, A/C, 42” 1.31 cu.yd. HD bkt, stk# R1601018. Other Models Available FOR RENT

2013 CAT 140M2, 14’ moldboard, air ride seat, joystick, front scarifier, stk# B240-50
2016 CAT 12M3 AWD, 14’ moldboard, mid mount
scarifier, rearview camera, stk# B240-54
FOR RENT

2017 CAT D3K2 XL, Cat C4.4 Acert 92 hp Tier IV Final, hydrostatic trans., A/C & heat, 18”
pads, radio AM/FM/CD, stk# R130-1001 // 2016 D4K2 XL (2), Cat C4.4 Acert 92 hp Tier IV
Final, heat & A/C, stk# B130-90/93
FOR RENT

2020 HAMM HD12VV, 48” smooth
drum, Kubota engine, waters system,
stk# B200-385
FOR SALE

2018 AMMANN ASC110 T3 - 84”
padfoot, 27,820 lbs OW, CAC & heat,
stk# R200-1000
FOR RENT/SALE

2016 VOLVO SD45 (sold new‘19),
54” smooth drum, Kubota T3 eng.,
blade, stk# B200-373
FOR RENT

1999 BOMAG BW142PD 2, 56”
padfoot, Deutz engine, 12,000 lbs,
OROPS, stk# B200-107
FOR SALE

2017 CAT 950GC, CAT C,7.1 Tier
IV 225 hp, Fusion Q/C, many attach.
avail., stk# R110-1001
FOR RENT

2016 CAT 926M, Cat C7.1 Acert 155
hp turbo diesel, 4 spd, Fusion Q/C,
Snow Wing,stk# B110-198 FOR RENT

2014 CAT 725C, Cat C9.3 Acert 320
hp diesel eng., 6 wheel dr, 26 ton
payload, stk# B145-148 FOR RENT

NEW EAGER BEAVER TRAILERS
ARRIVING SOON

OEM PARTS
& SERVICE

Compaction

Compact Equipment

Trailers/Floats

Hammers

Wheel Loaders

2016 AMMANN AP240, 24 ton
pneumatic tired roller, Cummins
power, stk# B200-348
FOR RENT

VISIT WEBSITE FOR FULL
INVENTORY OF ATTACHMENTS

Carriers

Air Compressors
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Canada’s oldest Bobcat dealership
breaks ground on new home
Bobcat of Windsor was the
first dealership in Canada
when it opened in 1972. A
full-service dealer offering
new and used equipment
sales, repair, maintenance,
parts sales, road service and
equipment rentals.
Oaken Equipment acquired the dealership in
September of 2020 and, in
partnership with The Rosati
Group, sought to reinvigorate Canada’s oldest Bobcat
dealership with a new facility.
The design-build project
includes a 9882 sq ft dealership. The facility will be
constructed on a three-acre
property on Rhodes Drive,
with exposure along the EC
Row Expressway.
On June 8th, Bobcat of
Windsor held a ceremonial
breaking of ground, kick-

starting the build of this new
facility. The ceremony, even
though constrained by the
grip of COVID-19, buzzed
with excitement over what
the new facility will bring to
the city of Windsor.
“Bobcat of Windsor is now
going to be part of Canada’s
largest Bobcat dealer network and is going to carry
the torch for what would be
the oldest Bobcat dealership
in the country,” said Kai Sørensen, President of Oaken
Equipment. “We’re a team
made up of folks from this
region, folks who know this
region, who support this region, who want to grow this
region. From our management through to our sales,
parts, service and our technicians, the team at Bobcat of
Windsor are from here, grew
up here and want to continue

to grow here.”
“It’s an incredible time
for the city of Windsor,” said
Mayor Drew Dilkins to the
gathering of attendees. “A
lot of prosperity here and
it’s great to see a four-million-dollar investment and a
number of jobs being created
here that are going to be really great for the community.”
Bobcat of Windsor will be
operated out of a temporary location, A-4880 Walker
Road, until the new facility
is completed and ready for
opening in November.
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CONNECT WITH US

CUSTOMIZE YOUR

OMEGA!
Order your Omega equipment
with custom colours tailored
to your business colour-fully
powder coated. Just like this
brand new 612TS was.
Lakeshore Equipment Solutions is your Authorized
Omega Track Driven Lifts Dealer & Service/Repair
Call us today!

519-796-4839
Full service mobile repair on all types of equipment.
Serving the Construction and Agricultural Fields.

MOBILE HEAVY
EQUIPMENT REPAIR

SERVING THE CONSTRUCTION, DEMOLITION & MINING INDUSTRIES FOR OVER 55 YEARS

FEATURING A FULL LINE OF HYDRAULIC ROCK BREAKERS
FOR CARRIERS RANGING FROM 1 TON TO 120 TON CLASS

Kai Sørensen, Mayor Drew Dilkins and Hugo Sørensen
1966 - 2021

Five Canadian Dealers
take home CASE awards
CASE Construction Equipment has named its 2020
Diamond and Gold Dealer
award recipients as part of
its North American Construction Equipment Partnership Program.
The awards recognize
dealerships across the US
and Canada for excellence
in five categories including
sales performance, marketing and communications,
product support, parts support and training.
Of the winners were five
Canadian dealerships. J.R.
Brisson Equipment (Ontario, Quebec), Longus
Equipment (Quebec) and
Redhead Equipment (Saskatchewan) were Diamond
D ealer award w inners,
while HiTrac (Winnipeg,

Ma n i t o b a ) a n d Ku c e ra
Group (Ontario) took home
Gold Dealer awards.
“One of the most important ways that CASE
differentiates itself is
through a dealer network
that delivers a complete
experience of service
and support — from the
initial purchase of a machine through its entire life
cycle,” says Terry Dolan,
vice president — North
America, CASE Construction Equipment.
“These exemplary partners have the expertise and
business relationships that
keep people coming back
through their doors, and
they’ve done outstanding
work representing the CASE
brand.”
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Ontario office:
(613) 542-1500
28 Steve Fonyo Dr., Kingston, ON
K7M 8N9

S
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C
TRAMTAACHMENT
AN ATHAT.
FOR T
CANADA

Shaun Brown
Cell: (613) 532-4823
Office: (613) 542-1500
shaun_brown@tramac.com

Montreal Office:
(888) 663-8122
3421 Industriel Boulevard, Laval,
Que. H7L 4S3

Quebec City Office:
(418) 877-5557
1711 rte de L’aeroport #4,
L’ancienne Lorette, Que. G2G 2P4
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(L to R) Matt Budzinski, owner of Beaver Rentals and Todd Gill, sales specialist for Bobcat of Toronto posing with just a few of his recently bought twelve Bobcat machines.

Matt says his business is very small, he has
38 pieces of earthmoving heavy equipment,
some aerial equipment and tools available
to rent as well. 27 of those machines are
Bobcat® machines.

For many years Matt Budzinski bought
and sold heavy equipment. In 2010, he
decided he wanted a change, so he started
a family-owned and operated equipment
rental company in Oakville called Beaver
Rentals. His dad, Roman works alongside of
him. Beaver Rentals is not like most rental
companies; you won’t find them online.
He believes in word of mouth and keeping
his business small. His customers feel they
provide fair, honest, and ultimate hands-on
service and in return, he has repeat and loyal
customers. Matt has found owning a rental
company very rewarding. “I’ve got to meet so
many new people. Business has been great
and to see your equipment on really cool
sites is something else,” stated Matt. Although

When asked why most of his earthmoving
rental fleet is Bobcat machines, Matt replied
with, “Bobcat machines are recognized.
People don’t ask for a skid-steer they ask
for a Bobcat. The one staple everyone wants
is a Bobcat machine on their site. We have
renters that come in that actually ask for
Bobcat models more often than not. Most
of my customers do residential work like
landscaping, so they come in asking for a
Bobcat E20 or E26 compact excavator or a
Bobcat MT85 mini track loader a lot. Bobcat
also has the best network of dealers. I can
get parts anytime, even parts you don’t
expect to be in stock. Whereas others I
have dealt with, those same parts haven’t
been available. They also have the best
accessibility to attachments and how quickly
the attachments are interchangeable, saves
so much time. I would say Bobcat machines
are the reason we became successful so
quickly. Another really important thing is their

resale as they hold their value, and I know I
can sell them quickly.”
“Todd Gill, sales specialist, for Bobcat of
Toronto used to drop in for years just to
chat which I enjoyed. He was never pushy. I
have had other Bobcat reps give me quotes
over the years but when I went to put in
my big purchase of 12 Bobcat machines,
I went straight to Todd because of the
relationship we have built, and I trusted him.
Todd has been great. I wouldn’t hesitate to
recommend Todd and Bobcat of Toronto for
your machine purchases.”
Thanks Matt.

YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED BOBCAT DEALERS
BARRIE

BRANTFORD

1-888-637-RENT

519-752-7900

Bobcat of Barrie

bobcatbarrie.com
FRANKFORD

CASSELMAN

905-404-9990

bobcatofbrantford.com

bobcatov.com

bobcatov.com

GREY BRUCE

613-764-2033
HAMILTON

KITCHENER

905-643-3177

1-866-214-3939

Bobcat of Hamilton

bobcat.johnsequipmentsales.com

bobcatoftc.com

bobcatofhamilton.com

519-372-9100

OTTAWA

PARRY SOUND

613-831-5166

705-342-1717

bobcatov.com

613-932-2034

Bobcat of Ottawa Valley

Bobcat of Grey Bruce

Bobcat of Ottawa Valley

COURTICE

Bobcat of Ottawa Valley

John’s Equipment

613-398-6522

CORNWALL

Bobcat of Brantford

bobcatoftc.com

bobcatoflondon.ca

705-748-9119

519-393-6040

bobcatofparrysound.com

bobcatofpeterborough.com

bobcatofstratford.ca

strattonequipment.com

TORONTO

WINDSOR

705-566-8190

416-679-4171

416-679-4172

844-807-0120

bmcdowell.com

bobcattoronto.com

Bobcat of Toronto

bobcattoronto.com

STRATTON

Stratton Equipment

TORONTO EAST
Bobcat of Toronto

519-455-4900

Bobcat of Stratford

SUDBURY

McDowell B Equipment Ltd.

LONDON

Bobcat of London

STRATFORD

Bobcat of Peterborough

bobcatofdurhameast.com

Bobcat of Tri-Cities Ltd.

PETERBOROUGH

Bobcat of Parry Sound Ltd.

Bobcat of Durham East Ltd.

Bobcat of Windsor

bobcatwindsor.com

807-483-5505
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Doosan Bobcat breaks ground on biggest campus worldwide
Doosan Bobcat North America held a
ceremony to commemorate the start
of construction for a new $70 million,
600,000-square-foot manufacturing,
warehouse and distribution addition to
the current office and manufacturing
complex in Statesville, North Carolina.
The expansion project will double
the facility’s footprint to nearly 1.2 million square feet and add 62 acres to
the current 92-acre campus, making it
the company’s largest manufacturing
campus worldwide.
“This is an exciting day for Doosan
Bobcat and our team in North Carolina,”
said Mike Ballweber, president, Doosan
Bobcat North America.

“As the demand for our products continues to grow, this investment not only
increases production capacity and enhances our network of manufacturing
operations throughout North America,
but it also positions us to support our
growing business now and well into
the future.”
The investment brings additional
employment opportunities, economic
growth and community involvement to
Iredell County and the surrounding area.
The Statesville operation’s current
team of 400 full-time employees will
grow substantially through this project,
which will result in the creation of 42 new
jobs in the first two years and up to 250

new jobs in five years for a total of 650
employees at full capacity.
The new addition will add space for
manufacturing and warehousing, research and development, an automated
paint line, parts control and storage,
shipping and receiving docks, open air
space for product testing and quality
control, additional parking, shipping and
delivery entrance and finished goods
inventory storage.
Following official remarks, Doosan
Bobcat North America executives used
Bobcat equipment to move dirt in the
ceremonial breaking of ground.
The project is slated for completion in
the Fall of 2022.

416-801-6014
www.LundAppraisals.ca
kenlundappraiser@gmail.com

CPPAG Accredited - USPAP Compliant 2020/21

KINGSTON, ONTARIO

USED PARTS
FOR HEAVY EQUIPMENT & TRUCKS

1-800-267-0633
We Sell
Used Equipment
& Trucks

VISIT

morgan-diesel.com

FOR OUR COMPLETE INVENTORY
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Haver & Boecker Niagara jumpstarts Pulse Condition Monitoring
Haver & Boecker Niagara
launches a new addition to
their Pulse portfolio with the
introduction of Pulse Condition Monitoring (Pulse CM).
The technology is designed to monitor the health
of vibrating screens using
modern algorithms and artificial intelligence. It provides
accurate measurements and
forecasts complemented by
information that is easy to
understand.
Pulse CM is a wireless
diagnostics tool that helps
mineral processing operations be proactive, rather
than reactive, when it comes
to maintenance efforts. This
can lead to increased efficiency, decreased downtime
and improved reliability.
“Haver & Boecker Niagara
has a history of developing
solutions to help producers increase their uptime,”

said Thiago Buoso, Haver &
Boecker Niagara project and
sales engineer.
“Unexpected downtime
is a huge source of lost revenue for producers, so we
aim to create products and
technology that prevent
that. Additionally, there is
a lack of reliable systems
like this on the market. Pulse
Condition Monitoring is
the most detailed, accurate
monitoring system available
to customers.”

Unlike Pulse Vibration
Analysis, Pulse CM uses
permanently installed
sensors to monitor equipment 24/7.
Th e s y s t e m cap tu re s
real time information on
monitored equipment and
provides alerts via e-mail
when it detects the first sign
of potential problems.
By constantly monitoring
the accelerations of the vibration screen, Pulse CM
provides a forecast of the
equipment’s dynamic condition in intervals of 48 hours,
5 days, and 4 weeks.
The system detects anomalies that will point an
operation’s maintenance
team to specific areas of the
equipment that may require
attention.
With consistent use, Pulse
CM will accurately point out
and predict critical issues

Finger on the Pulse
Pulse Condition Monitoring is the next level in
the Pulse portfolio, accompanying the company’s Pulse
Vibration Analysis.
Similar to Pulse Vibration
Analysis, the Pulse CM system analyzes data to help
users get the most out of their
equipment.

416-644-3076

and advise when to schedule maintenance, along with
what to focus on during that
planned downtime.

Connectivity and the cloud
To collect all data from the
body and drive components,
Pulse CM is equipped with
a gateway that can connect with up to 20 wireless
sensors, within a radius of
up to 246 feet (75 meters).
Using a cellular signal or
Wi-Fi from the plant, it will
send all data to the Haver &
Boecker Niagara cloud, available through the company’s
web app.
The sensor configurations
are customizable and placed
on both the body and bearings of the vibrating screen.
The gateway can also be
positioned between two
screens operating near one
another.

PARTS & SERVICE
MOBILE EQUIPMENT REPAIRS

LIQUIDATION
MORE
THAN

SERIES EXCAVATORS

10MCR
Operating Weight:

16,755 lbs

Max Depth:

12’1”

Engine Power:

75 hp

equipment’s operating condition and health of each
component.
Haver & Boecker Niagara will highlight Pulse
Condition Monitoring at
booth 7301 in Central Hall at
MINExpo 2021, September
13-15, in Las Vegas.

gearequip.com

CALL TO
BOOK A
DEMO
TODAY!

8MCR

Haver & Boecker Niagara’s
accompanying app displays
all the information in an
easy-to-use portal, providing users a full overview of
equipment in real time.
They can access detailed
information specific to
each of the body and bearing sensors to identify the

THE SPEED OF A LOADER
COMBINEd WITH THE ROTATION
(360o) OF AN EXCAVATOR

Operating Weight:

13,500 lbs

Max Depth:

10’1”

Engine Power:

75 hp

10MCR
Operating Weight:

20,050 lbs

Max Depth:

13’1”

Engine Power:

75 hp

600

*

NEW PARTS

FOR SALE
Small Heavy Equipment Parts from New Holland, Fiat,
CNH and more (ex. pistons, bushings, seals, shims, filters
and various sizes of gaskets and o-rings, etc.)
For a full list of parts or to book an appointment to view, email:
fredquiprepair@outlook.com or call:

(613) 591 - 6206
Ottawa, ON

2214 Line 9, Bradford, ON L3Z 2A5 / 19067 94th Avenue, Surrey, BC V4N 3S4

*Parts have been purchased over the past 20 years, but have not been used.
Discounts available for bulk purchases.
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CAT® is Now Offering Whole-Machine Telematics Solutions
Caterpillar is now offering
a whole-machine telematics solution that helps
original equipment manu-

facturers (OEMs) provide
machine ow ners and
operators with the ability
to view critical data output

in real-time and better
L e v e rag i ng t h e c o m understand—and make pany’s years of experience
use of—their equipment’s with asset health monoperation.
itoring, customers using
this technology can locate, track and manage all
of their connected assets
independently.
Able to be integrated
with existing telematics
regardless of brand, the
engine-ready solution can
help provide a clear picture
of a machine’s health by
collecting all the machine
data and displaying the
results through an easyto-read online dashboard.
“Cat powered equipment

WE’RE IN THE
BUSINESS OF KEEPING
YOU IN BUSINESS.

operators have been using
Cat telematics technology
for years,” Connected Services Strategy Manager Tom
Nankervis said.
“But it’s always been
offered as an aftermarket
solution until now. Regardless if a machine
manufacturer is using their
own telematics solution
or is looking to introduce
a new one, our factory-fit
telematics solution can give
OEMs and their customers
access to powerful information about their machine
operation and other parameters. We want anyone
who is using our solution
to be able to take the right
actions that will help them
improve efficiency, prolong
the life of the engine and
lower operating costs.”

Keep track of what’s
important
Us ers of the offer ing
are able to keep track of
equipment location, uptime, fuel use, maintenance
alerts and more. And all
in one convenient online
dashboard. They can also
customize what data they
want to see and schedule
reports to share with teams.
“It’s like having inside
access and understanding
of the inner workings of
machines, and even entire fleets,” Senior Digital
Manager Jamaal Crayton
explained.
“Users can see in real-time if connected assets
are underperforming. They
can also compare uptime

between machines, helping
fleet owners understand
which ones are crucial versus supplemental to their
operation. And services can
scale as needed so customers can choose the features
they want to use.”

Minimize downtime
Equipped with remote
services capabilities, the
engine-integrated telematics solution can help
minimize downtime via
remote troubleshooting
that can run diagnostic testing and pinpoint potential
issues while the machine is
in operation.
If a repair is required, an
OEM or dealer technician
would be alerted and be
able to complete the repair
correctly in a single visit.
“The remote capabilities are great for late-night
operators like a customer of
ours in Canada. They run
their machines during the
middle of the night, and are
able to make repairs by analyzing data provided from
our connectivity solution
and perform any software
updates at times it’s convenient, like when a shift is
over or a machine is done
for the day,” Nankervis said.
“At the end of the day,”
Crayton added. “We’re reducing the guesswork used
in understanding the most
complex component of any
machine — the engine and
everything it powers. Because once you’ve done
that, the rest seems to fall
into place.”

Top 5 sales from Ritchie Bros’
$50 million auction
DISCOVER THE ASV GENUINE PARTS & SERVICE ADVANTAGE.
ASV Genuine Parts are specifically engineered and guaranteed to maintain the integrity of your ASV machine. They’re designed,
built, tested and re-tested to ensure equipment performance and reliability always stay at an all-time high – because less
downtime for your machine means more uptime for you. Contact us now to learn more!

GET YOUR ASV GENUINE PARTS & SERVICE AT
AGCON EQUIPMENT
204-255-4772
90 LAKESIDE ROAD
NAVIN, MB, R5T 0E2

agconequipment.ca

BARRIE RENT-ALL
866-728-7575
134 TIFFIN ST
BARRIE, ON L4N 2N4

barrierentall.ca

DELTA POWER EQUIPMENT
ESSEX, ON
519-776-5238

SPARTA, ON
519-775-2601

FOREST, ON
519-786-5335

WATERFORD, ON
519-443-8622

516 TALBOT ST. NORTH, COUNTY RD. 34
ESSEX, ON N8M 2X70

7565 QUAKER ROAD
SPARTA, ON N0L 2H0

6974 FOREST ROAD
WARWICK TWP, ON N0N 1J4

297 THOMPSON RD. WEST
WATERFORD, ON N0E 1Y0

MITCHELL, ON
519-348-8467

WINCHESTER, ON
613-774-2887

5458 LINE 34 / HIGHWAY 8
MITCHELL, ON N0K 1N0

REGIONAL TRACTOR SALES
905-659-1094
1642 HWY NO 6
FREELTON, ON L0R 1K0

regionaltractor.ca

consignors after the auction,
as we continue to drive record-breaking demand and
strong returns,” said Chuck
Roberson, Regional Sales
Manager, Ritchie Bros.

Top Sales:
2014 Kobelco CK1100G
crawler crane: US$365,000
2016 Volvo L250H wheel
loader: US$180,000
2017 John Deere 9570R
4WD tractor: US$170,000
2016 John Deere 460ET
6×6 articulated dump
truck: US$167,500
2018 Caterpillar 326FL
hydraulic excavator :
US$150,000

“For customers unable
to get what they needed in
this week’s auction we have
a ton more upcoming buying opportunities, including
two auctions in Houston next
month and our next Fort
Worth sale in September
where we will welcome back
customers for auction day.”
Speaking on COVID-19
and the effect it has had on
Ritchie Bros' live auctions and
their online marketplace, Mr.
Roberson continued, “The
pandemic has made online
buying more common, but
customers have told us they
miss the camaraderie and
networking of being there in
person. Our auctions have
always been about more than
equipment—it’s also an industry event for many of our
customers.”

·
·
·
·
·

More About The Auction
• Gross Transaction
Value (GTV):US$50+
million
• Total Registered Bidders: 11,250+
• Total Number of Lots:
3,750+
• Total Number of Consignors:650+
“We spoke to a lot of happy

11250 COUNTY RD. 43
WINCHESTER, ON K0C 2K0

deltapower.ca

© 2021 ASV Holdings, Inc.

asv01984_canadian_group_ad_sept_2021_1a.indd 1

More than 11,250 people
from 64 countries registered
to bid on 3,750+ items in Fort
Worth, Texas. The two-day
auction brought in more than
$50 million USD.

8/2/21 10:01 AM
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Hy-Brid Lifts Debuts Online Ordering for Parts & Used Equipment
Hy-Brid Lifts has introduced an online Parts Service Center
and used equipment offering on the company’s website. The
added online tools allow customers to order parts 24/7 and
provide access to used equipment.
“We are continuing to implement technology and services
to make customers’ lives easier,” said Marshall Shaver, HyBrid Lifts Vice President of Sales and Marketing.
“This year has presented a whole array of new challenges
and opportunities. We are meeting those challenges by
providing more online tools to the market at a time when
companies are looking for digital ways to do business.”
The Hy-Brid Lifts Parts Service Center offers an easy way for
customers and dealers to view manuals and research needed
parts. It not only saves time, but also improves accuracy in
ordering. Instead of having to look up the parts manual,
identify the part needed, then call or email to place an order,
dealers can now complete the whole process digitally.
Authorized dealers and service providers can create an
account and order parts by browsing the interactive parts
catalog online, using a model number and serial number
lookup, or, if the part numbers are already known, they can
use the Quick Add feature.

Dealers can access complete information, including list
price and dealer discount pricing, directly in the interactive
catalog or in the shopping cart. The shopping cart displays
the price of the goods but does not include shipping costs.
Dealers will be invoiced for all online purchases just as
they would with an equipment order. After the order is
placed, a confirmation is emailed to the account holder.
All parts orders are typically filled same day if the order
is placed by noon.
Hy-Brid Lifts continues to offer alternative methods
for ordering parts, including via phone, email, or by
using SmartEquip, a third-party platform that connects
manufacturers, dealers, and rental fleet owners in various
industries.
Also, Hy-Brid Lifts now offers the ability to view available used equipment directly on the company website.
The inventory can be filtered by manufacturer, model,
mobility, condition, warranty, year and price.
All used Hy-Brid Lifts undergo an inspection to ensure
drive, lift and steer functions are operational and safety
systems are in place. Select used lifts are put through the
company’s Work Ready program and have an additional 85-

DEVELOP YO
Y UR
COMPANY
WITH ENGCON
From 1.5 to 33 ton excavators,
increase your profitability and
competitiveness with engcon
tiltrotators and tools!

www.engcon.com

point Work Ready inspection, including annual inspection,
and feature a factory warranty for 180 days covering all
parts. This provides peace of mind that the lift is ready to
work the second it gets off the trailer.
The Hy-Brid Lifts used equipment site also features
other brands of used lifts available for purchase, including
Genie, Haulotte, JLG, MEC, Skyjack, and Snorkel. These
units undergo a general inspection but are sold as is with
no additional warranty.

Jeff Lillycrop, CPPA

905-977-8402
jblappraisalservices@gmail.com

TRUCKS, MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT APPRAISALS
USPAP Compliant and CPPAG Certified

On-Site Orderly Liquidation Services

www.jblservices.ca
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Swedish Port’s new electric-powered
material handler weathers any storm
The Port of Åhus in Skåne has invested in a purpose-built
electrically powered SENNEBOGEN 875 E material handler,
tipping the scales at 165 tons.
The 875 E boasts a 531 HP engine and was built to work
on a customized rail gantry system that spans the 32 ft wide
railway tracks.
Its predecessor, an old crane that dates back to 1977, could
not keep up with the demands of a busy port. At 550 tons per
hour, the 875 E has increased productivity by more than 55%.
Standing majestically alongside the sea, the 875 E is more
than just a marvel to look at.
In addition to being incredibly powerful, investing in an
electrically powered SENNEBOGEN material handler was an
important decision for the Port in Åhus for both the potential
savings and environmental concerns.
Sweden places great importance to the protection of the
environment, not only in terms of emissions, but also in
terms of the noise.
The combination of an electric drive and SENNEBOGEN’s
state-of-the-art energy recapture system made the decision
an easy one.
Now, the Port is saving a ton of energy, while increasing
handling capacity.
Since November 2020, the giant material handler has been
unloading 550 tons of gypsum per hour, which is about 200
tons more than the previous machine.
The Port of Åhus handles a total of 600,000 tons of dry bulk
cargo annually, with more than 70% of it being gypsum or
chalk.

Performance
Teamwork played an important role in the planning of the
875 E. Operators were asked to weigh in when the specifications were being developed.
Comfort, safety and functionality were important to the
operators when considering the design of the material handler.
Ulrik Johnsson, an operator with 30 years of experience,
had this to say after three-months with the new machine,
"The speed of the 875 E is remarkable. It used to take one and
a half working days to unload a 4,000-tonne bulk carrier, but
today you can easily do it in one day. And the comfort in the
cab is great. I hardly feel any vibrations and the noise levels
have been significantly reduced."

Purpose-built
Another key feature of the 875 E is the SENNEBOGEN
Mastercab. The galvanized surface makes it less prone to

corrosion caused by saltwater, which is always a concern at
the port. Furthermore, the boom and stick, almost 80 ft long
is protected from environmental influences with the help of
a thick paint coating.
Other factors that lead to increased efficiencies and reduced
costs include using lightweight, high-strength steel.
Combining a relatively short, 44 ft boom with a 40 ft stick
in the "Port" version resulted in more load capacity at the
stick’s end.
Accordingly, the port operators can now effortlessly lift
gypsum loads weighing around 8 tonnes with the 6-cubic
meter grab in even faster cycles.
All SENNEBOGEN rail gantries are customized and adapted
to the existing rail dimensions in the port.
In the case of Åhus, the machine spans a 32-foot-wide rail
gantry and moves quickly along the 820-foot-long dock. The
power supply is also tailored to this application.
In this case, SENNEBOGEN used a spiral winding, motorized cable reel with a center feed.
Along the dock, there is a system designed to protect the
cable. The flaps open and close automatically as the cable is
extended and retracted. This flap mechanism is controlled in
its movement by the gantry itself using levers based on the
zipper principle along the entire quay length.
Thanks to the 531 hp electric motor and a matching cold
temperature package, it quickly heats the hydraulic tank
and hybrid system to operating temperature. This makes
the 875 E always ready for action—even in adverse and
challenging weather conditions, a regular occurrence in a
place like Sweden.
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MOOREJCB.COM

WE ARE YOUR AUTHORIZED JCB DEALER FOR:
»
»
»
»

Backhoe Loaders
Skid Steer Loaders
Compact Track Loaders
Wheel Loaders

»
»
»
»

Hydraulic Excavators
Hydradig
Access Lifts
Mini Excavators

»
»
»
»

Telescopic Loadalls
Rough Terrain Forklifts
Compaction Equipment
Light Equipment

85Z

100C

Operating Weight: 18,298 lb
Max. Dump Height: 16 ft 6 in
Max. Dig Depth: 12 ft 2 in

Operating Weight: 21,457 lb
Max.Dig Depth: 14 ft 10 in
Max.Dump Height: 18 ft 1 in

TORONTO
370 OAKDALE RD.,
TORONTO, ON M3N 1W5
1-800-561-3212 / (416)-747-1212
WEST
Nick D’Onofrio - 416-417-1539
ndonofrio@moorejcb.com
EAST
Troy Leikauf - 647-206-6663
tleikauf@moorejcb.com

MONTREAL
4955 CHEMIN ST FRANÇOIS,
ST. LAURENT, QC H4S 1P3
1-800-363-4958 / (514)-333-1212
Pierre Riberdy - 514-821-5779
priberdy@moorejcb.com

SALES / RENTALS / PARTS / SERVICE
Phone: 1-800-667-8541
Email: office@equipmentjournal.com

Auctioneers

Crane Sales & Rentals

Equipment Rentals

Components, Engines & Parts / Service & Repairs

Heavy Equipment Dealers

Since 1946

Attachments

Safety

obw
E Q U I P M E N T

Heavy Equipment Manufacturers

Website link on equipmentjournal.com for $500/year or $300/year (plus applicable taxes) with your paid advertisement in Equipment Journal.

Finance
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Caterpillar expands CAT® Command remote-control operation to excavators
New CAT® Command for Excavating provides remote-control operation for select CAT excavators.
Removing the operator from the
machine in potentially hazardous operating environments,
Command for Excavating looks to
facilitate safe machine operation,
while reducing operator fatigue to
increase productivity.
Six CAT excavators spanning the
20 to 40 metric ton class sizes —Cat
320, 323, 326, 330, 336 and 340
models—can now be equipped
with either line-of-sight or nonline-of-sight remote operating
configurations.
C AT e xcavat o r s a re ma d e
Command-ready through a dealer-installed field kit for new or
existing fleet machines. The kit
features multiple cameras for
non-line-of-sight operation from
the Command station that offer
a view of the area surrounding
the machine, plus the ability to
stream on-site video feeds. Alongside the cameras, indicator lights,
microphone, wireless receiver and
antenna are all mounted on top of
the cab in an attempt to minimize
the risk of damage.
Integrated with the excavator’s
electronics, Command controls
looks to allow users to experience
the same machine response as if
they were operating from inside
the cab. Machine technology features such as Grade Assist, Swing

Assist and E-Fence can also be set,
activated and deactivated remotely
without the need to be set manually
from inside the cab. Excavators
are switched between remote and
manual operation via a groundlevel switch.
Command for Excavating enables
production to restart immediately
following disruptive processes,
such as blasting in quarry applications. CAT claims that it also
enhances safety and improves machine productivity on a range of
projects like operating in unstable
underfoot conditions, brownfields,
shore work, demolition and site
decommissioning and stevedoring.

through a lightweight, compact
console, supported by a shoulder
harness.
The console offers machine control from up to 437 yd (400 m).
Built-in safety features stop all
excavator movements if the remote shutdown switch is pressed,
wireless communication is lost,
or the console is tilted more than
45 degrees from normal operating
position.
The new Command station provides non-line-of-sight operation
from an office on-site or many miles
away, as distance is limited only by
the capabilities of the wireless network. Reducing downtime for shift
changes or the need to travel to the
jobsite, operators can control up to
five different machines at a single
or different sites from one station.
Eliminating vibration of machine
movements at the site, the customized Command station reflects the
cab environment and positions
users in a seated position that simulates traditional machine control.
Station design includes joystick
and foot pedal controls to operate
all the company’s Command-ready
equipment.
Universal screen mounts positioned in front of the user provide
easy view of the excavator’s camera
displays, while touchscreen monitors similar to the in-cab display
offers machine control.

Flexible control
Command for Excavating offers
a solution to workforce shortages
by opening opportunities to those
with physical limitations that prevent them from climbing into the
equipment, with the hope of attracting a new generation of worker
and increasing the longevity of
experienced operators. Removing
the operator from the cab also offers training advantages for newer
operators.
The Command system includes
two different remote operating options. For temporary, or emergency,
remote operation with no on-site
communications infrastructure
required, the Command console
offers line-of-site machine control

Since 1983 Central Diesel
Service has specialized in
DEUTZ. In fact, we’re proud
to say “Nobody knows
Deutz products better,”
and we can prove it!

Current stock for skidders
Parts available for all models & generations!

Refurbished:

Used:

Aftermarket:

Axles, control valves, torque
converters, & more...

Axle shafts, grapples, engine
side shields, & more...

Steering cylinders, steering
bumpers, cab door struts, & more...

PARTS / ENGINES/ SERVICE
New Engines and Rebulit
E-mail: usedparts@brandt.ca
Inventory: brandt.ca/ValueParts

1-877-685-4886

CENTRAL DIESEL SERVICE
Solid Service Since 1983

6604 Davand Dr., Mississauga, Ontario L5T 2M3
Email: deutz@on.aibn.com

905-564-9444

Fax: 905-564-9313
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A WIRTGEN GROUP COMPANY

We’re passionate about
your success
THE NEW COLD MILLING MACHINES FROM THE MARKET LEADER | W 210 Fi

> The innovative MILL ASSIST machine control system
guarantees low operating costs.

> Unique two-speed DUAL SHIFT powershift

transmission enables extremely high milling output
and reduces pick wear.

> Achieve new standards of quality with the new
LEVEL PRO ACTIVE leveling system.

> MCS expands the machine’s broad range

of applications by making it possible to quickly
switch milling drums or the milling drum unit.
www.wirtgen.com/milling

WIRTGEN AMERICA, INC. · 6030 Dana Way · Antioch, TN 37013 · Tel: (615) 501-0600 · Fax: (615) 501-0691
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The future of construction equipment is here.
The JCB Hydradig is the world’s first wheeled excavator and tool carrier designed for
purpose and built without compromise. Travel to and around work sites faster than ever,
maneuver into tight spaces with greater safety, and apply the right attachments where they’re
needed.

To learn
theJCB
JCBDEALERS
Hydradig can revolutionize your business,
YOUR FAMILY
OF how
LOCAL
visit www.jcb.com or contact your local dealer today.

YOUR FAMILY OF LOCAL JCB DEALERS

ALBERTA
Liftboss JCB
Lif

Calgary: 403-301-0041
Edmonton: 780-474-9900
liftboss.ca

BRITISH COLUMBIA
RDM JCB
Surrey: 604-576-8566
rdmjcb.com

NEW BRUNSWICK

A.L.P.A. Equipment
Balmoral : 506-826-2717
Fredericton : 506-452-9818
Edmundston : 506-735-4144
Moncton, N.B. : 506-861-2572
alpaequipment.com

NOVA SCOTIA
A.L.P.A. Equipment

Truro : (902) 897-2717
alpaequipment.com

NEWFOUNDLAND
Harvey JCB

St. Johns: 709-738-8911
Corner Brook: 709-639-2960
harveyco.ca

ONTARIO
Advance JCB

Waterloo: 519-742-5878
Harriston: 519-510-5878
advanceequipment.net

D&W Group Inc.
Doughty & Williamson
Jarvis: 519-587-2273
Norfolk Tractor
Simcoe: 519-426-1090
Brant Tractor
Burford: 519-449-2500
Redtrac International
Vineland: 905-562-4136
dwgroup.ca

ONTARIO
Fulline JCB

ONTARIO
Moore JCB
Toronto, York & Peel
Region: 416-747-1212
moorejcb.com

Glencoe: 519-287-2840
fullinefarm.com

Jade Equipment
Oro-Medonte/Orillia:
705-325-2777
jadequipment.com

Reis JCB
Winchester: 613-774-2273
Dunvegan: 613-527-1501
Renfrew: 613-432-4133
reisequipment.com

John’s Equipment
Sales & Service
Frankford: 613-398-6522
johnsequipmentsales.com
ReadyQuip Sales & Service Ltd.
Timmins: 705-268-7600
readyquip.com

WPE Landscape Equipment
- JCB
Hamilton/Halton: 905-628-3055
wpeequipment.ca

PEI
A.L.P.A. Equipment

Hub International
Equipment Ltd.
Lindsay: 705-324-6136
Port Perry: 905-982-1500
hubinter.com

(506) 861-2572
alpaequipment.com

/JCBNA

@

@JCBNA

JCBNA
JCBN

QUEBEC
A.L.P.A. Equipment

Gaspésie : (506) 826-2717
Bas-Saint-Laurent :
(506) 735-4144
alpaequipment.com

Bossé Quebec Inc.
Saint-Augustin-deDesmaures: 418-878-2241
bosse-frere.com
Moore JCB
Montreal: 514-333-1212
moorejcb.com

SASKATCHEWAN
& MANITOBA
Westcon JCB
Regina: 306-359-7273
Saskatoon: 306-934-3646
Winnipeg: 204-694-5364
westconjcb.com
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USED EQUIPMENT
1 866-325-0131
used.toromontcat.com

2007 CAT 330DL EXCAVATOR

$79,500

16,103 HRS

2010 DEERE 350DL EXCAVATOR

$92,000

9,291 HRS

2017 CAT 430F2IT BACKHOE LOADER

$80,000

6,049 HRS

$51,000

1,619 HRS

2008 CAT 950H WHEEL LOADER

$73,000

2007 CAT 816F COMPACTOR

$389,000

$54,500

10,670 HRS

2015 CASE 580 BACKHOE LOADER

$84,000

$98,900

14,493 HRS

2014 CAT D6NLGP DOZER

$210,000

2002 KOMATSU WA450-5L LOADER

1994 KOMATSU D31P-20 DOZER

2014 DEERE 903K HARVESTER

$155,000

1998 DYNAPAC CA302 COMPACTOR

$43,500

IF WE DON’T STOCK IT WE WILL FIND IT FOR YOU.

TRANSMISSIONS (REBUILT & TESTED)

FINAL DRIVES & DIFFERENTIALS

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

$29,000

6,090 HRS

RECENT ARRIVALS
330B Rebuilt Swing drive p/n 114 1441 .......$6,950 exchange
938, 950, 962 GP buckets, new take off’s......... $6,200 and up
New CAT 420 pin on front bkt, c/w bolt on edge ...... $950 ea
Numerous Fusion couplers, IT couplers all new take off’s ..
....................................................................................... $1,800 ea
446D Side Dump new Cat unused 1.25 cu/yd .............$16,500
430E 30’’ rear bucket, new CAT ......................................$1,800
Numerous Hydraulic cylinders rebuilt, Excavator and loader.
Numerous new Cat surplus cutting edges and bucket teeth.

$45,500

8,702 HRS

20,783 HRS

USED & RESTORED PARTS

$69,000

12,991 HRS

4,995 HRS

2010 CAT 545C SKIDDER

2009 KOMATSU PC400LC-8 EXCAVATOR
16,013 HRS

4,492 HRS

14,230 HRS

2011 CAT AP1055D PAVER

$67,000

12,555 HRS

20,930 HRS

2017 NEW HOLLAND C238 LOADER

2008 KOBELCO SK350LC EXCAVATOR

Rebuilt 950G trans, 114 8945...................... $18,300 exchange
Rebuilt IT28G trans p/n 2013318 ............... $13,500 exchange
Rebuilt 928G trans p/n 177 0017 ............... $14,500 exchange
IT18F transmission (1082075) .................... $10,500 exchange
988B Transmission p/n 3P9094 .................... $25,850 outright
924 transmission rebuilt. p/n 1807503 ...... $11,200 exchange
980C rebuilt, p/n 6Y3197 h/d arrange ........$22,700 exchange
New arrivals for tear down, 966H, 324D, 980G, 930H.

740 Final Drive, reconditioned, p/n 3710565 ............... $22,500
324D Rebuilt final drives, new bearings/seals ........... $10,500
365B Rebuilt final drive, P/N 136 2956 (2) ...............$18,500 ea
345 Final drive 227 6045.................................................. $24,000
319/320/321/323 p/n 3530611 final drive open & insp .. $8,900

PLEASE CALL:

705-436-7770 or 1 800-771-9145
ANDY x3067 • GREG x5768 • JOE x3068 • SHAWN x3066

Fax: 705-436-7820

WANTED USED GEN. SETS, INDUSTRIAL AND MARINE ENGINES

Dependable Alternative Toromont Rebuilt and Used Generator Sets. If you don’t see what you want, call me
and I’ll get it for you. A transformer can be used to reduce 600 to 480 volts. For pictures please visit:
www.toromontpowersystems.com

Contact Pat McCart at: 1 800-771-9145 or 705-436-7770 or Cell: 416-522-8701 - Email: pmccart@toromont.com

PENDING
SALE

CAT 3512 Skid Mounted Gen Set

1200 KW Prime rated at 600 volt, Form
wound gen end with 250 original hours.

$425,000 PENDING SALE

SOLD

CAT 3412 Skid Mounted Gen Set

680 KW Prime rated at 600 volt, 2 hours
since major overhaul.

$220,000

US PRICING SUBJECTED TO ACTUAL EXCHANGE RATES AT TIME OF SALE. ALL UNITS ARE SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE.

FOR MORE USED EQUIPMENT, VISIT

used.toromontcat.com
CONNECT WITH US
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Transforming your excavator.
And your business.
Time is money, and the right equipment can determine whether a project will be
profitable or not. That is why Rototilt® provides tools and technologies that provides
advantages for all types of assignments: Tiltrotators, control system, machine couplers,
work tools and innovative technologies that make your work faster, safer, smarter,
easier, and more profitable.
When you choose Rototilt® for the entire chain, you get a complete system, which
has been designed to fit together and optimizes productivity, safety, flexibility and
service life.
Read more rototilt.com/products

ICS™ – INNOVATIVE CONTROL SYSTEM
RPS – ROTOTILT POSITIONING SOLUTION
FULLY AUTOMATIC QUICK COUPLER
SYSTEM – QUICKCHANGE™

TILTROTATORS
FOR 1.5-40 METRIC TONS

SECURELOCK™ – A SAFER
LOCKING SOLUTION

ORIGINAL TOOLS
- OPTIMIZED AND DURABLE

Open-S – the open industry
standard for fully automatic
quick couplers. Read more at
www.opens.org

rototilt.com
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W&G Landscaping celebrates 25 years
From a square of land and a pickup truck to 20 acres and a bucket list excavator
W&G Landscaping-Excavation began in
1996 with Waldemar Mikolajczyk renting a
small 40’x40’ square of land on a 20-acre lot
in Bobcaygeon, Ontario.
After taking a cash advance to purchase his
first pickup truck, Waldemar began to take
on lawn maintenance jobs, working hard
with the hope of expanding the business.
“The biggest challenge early on would have
to be being limited to the size and ability of
the projects we could take on because of
the size of our equipment and our crews.”
Soon after, the hard work paid off and he
was able to purchase his first piece of heavy
equipment. “My first machine was a Kubota
B21, a little backhoe loader. That was a step
toward the next level,” said Waldemar.
This next level was to offer Bobcaygeon,
and the surrounding area, more services,
such as septic installation and repair, softscaping, hardscaping and excavation.
Not only did W&G Landscaping reach
this next level, they blew past it and didn’t
look back.
“We started with the goal to someday grow
up to be a large excavation and operating
company and we haven’t stopped yet. Day
by day we’re bigger and better than before,”
continued Waldemar.
He took to renting more and more of the
20-acres as the business grew, until finally
he made the decision to purchase the whole
plot. This plot became a commercial yard,
home to a 4,000 sq ft shop with an office and
a large showroom.
Working out of Bobcaygeon, W&G had
many cottagers looking to purchase small
amounts of landscaping supplies, which
motivated Waldemar to purchase a small
loader for the yard and stock extra gravel,
mulch and soil for stop-in purchases.

Bobcaygeon, and the surrounding area,
has significant demand from cottagers for
landscaping and excavation. W&G has taken
full advantage and word has spread about
the quality of their work.
“Just last year at Crystal Lake it seemed
like every other house down a five kilometer
stretch had one of our signs out front,” says
Arthur Mikolajczyk, son of Waldemar and
General Manager of the company.

Keeping it in the family
Waldemar decided early in his life that he
wanted to have his own business. Having
grown up on a farm, he had some experience
around machines, leading him to find fulfilment in owning a landscape and excavation
company.
Growing up along with his father’s company, Arthur would also develop this passion
for machines.
“We are a family oriented company. Arthur has been part of it since he was a small
kid and having an interest in this type of
equipment gave him the ability to become
a top-notch operator, which is a huge asset
for us,” said Waldemar.

Purchase of a Liebherr R920

core, had really made a name for themselves.
One selling point of the machine was that
Liebherr was able to pack almost 47,000 lbs
of operating weight and 150 hp into a machine with a very compact profile. Working at
cottages, around steep inclines and heavily
wooded areas is made easier with the R920.
“You can get into any kind of jobsite. Tight
jobsites are a lot of what we do and being
able work around those tight spaces really
sets it apart from other machines,” explained
Arthur.
“As a kid, there were a lot of Liebherr’s
around and I knew I always wanted one. It
was on my bucket list,” said Waldemar.
With a black paintjob and tinted windows,
W&G’s R920 is very unique.
“We get compliments on this machine
everywhere we go,” says Arthur.
While observing his son work the controls
of the R920, Waldemar, smiling, explained,
“When you mix this machine with a good
operator, you are in for a treat.”

In 2020, with so much excavation,
earthmoving and stonework being done,
Waldemar and Arthur decided that W&G
Landscaping-Excavation needed a machine
that was powerful and versatile.
They decided to purchase a Liebherr R920
Crawler Excavator. The significance of this
purchase was immense for the company.
From struggling to purchase a pickup truck The next 25 years of W&G Landscaping
in 1996 to being able to purchase a brand
Even after all of the success and the
new, top-of-the-line, machine. It was obvious purchase of his bucket list item, the R920,
that W&G Landscaping, and the family at its Waldemar does not plan on slowing down.

“25 years from now we will focus on being
one of the largest excavating contractors
in the area, specializing in high end landscaping and excavation. We plan to grow
and expand into working on civil projects
as well as continuing to run a top-notch
excavation company. We will always be
adding new equipment to our fleet as you
never know what machines you will need
next,” explained Waldemar.
“Our new excavator has just been the
cherry on the cake this year.”
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Trimble and Doosan offering Earthworks Grade Control for excavators
Trimble and Doosan Infracore North America have
announced that Doosan
will offer the Trimble
Earthworks Grade Control

Platform for Excavators
as an optional factory-installed machine control
solution for the North
American market.

Trimble Earthworks is
a grade control solution
designed to make grading more accurate, faster
and easier in a range of

applications, including
residential and commercial
sites, trenches, embankments, ditches and finished
slope work.

Featuring

w

Ne

The Power Curber 5700-D

Excavator automatics

World’s #1 Selling Curb Machine

The world’s #1 selling curb machine just got better. Power Curbers is excited to introduce the new 5700-D featuring the SlipSmart
Control Solution providing operators a new level of precision. Our engineering is dedicated to provide you a reliable and
productive machine that is easy to use. We stand behind our equipment with world-class support and unmatched commitment.

powercurbers.com

In Ontario:

Concrete Paving • Curb & Gutter • Barrier Wall
Sidewalks • Bridge Parapet • Ditch Liners
Agricultural & Custom Applications

Our Commitment Shows

Doosan will offer a 2D
machine control factory-installed option that includes
a 10-inch Android tablet
display running the Trimble
Earthworks software application.
This option includes
rugged Trimble hardware,
designed and tested for the
harsh conditions found on
construction sites.
“We’re excited to partner with Trimble because it
will help expand our Doosan excavator technology
offerings and boost our customers’ productivity,” said
Jaeuk Kim, Doosan director
of product management.
“Doosan crawler excavator customers can enhance
their trenching accuracy
with the increased technology, contributing to an
improved ROI. And our
dealers can now offer this
directly from the factory to
our customers.”

1 (800) 668-5355

With Trimble Earthworks,
contractors can take advantage of integrated 2D grade
control for Doosan excavators, allowing operators to
create smooth, flat or sloped
surfaces more easily.
When the excavator is
placed in Autos mode, the
operator controls the stick,

and Trimble Earthworks
controls the boom and
bucket to stay on grade,
reducing overcut and increasing productivity and
output.
By automating excavator
operation, Trimble Earthworks allows operators to
achieve grade consistently,
with high accuracy and in
less time.

3D upgrade
Contractors can work
with their Doosan dealer to
upgrade their 2D system to
3D through a local SITECH®
dealer. SITECH is Trimble’s
global distribution network,
and local Doosan dealer
technology partner, providing installation services,
personalized training and
local technical support for
Trimble construction technology.
“Trimble and Doosan are
working together to make
it easier for contractors
to benefit from construction technology,” said Tom
Austin, OEM business development manager for
Trimble Civil Construction.
“Our mutual customers
will benefit from the collaboration between Doosan
and Trimble with improved
productivity, less downtime
and faster ROI.”

MARCH 31 - APRIL 1, 2022
BACK TO BUSINESS

NOW CELEBRATING 25 YEARS AS THE LARGEST
HEAVY EQUIPMENT SHOW IN CANADA

BOOK NOW SPACE IS SELLING FAST.

For more information about this premier event, please contact:

DON’T MISS OUT, RESERVE YOUR SPACE TODAY!

www.NHES.ca

MARK CUSACK, National Show Manager
Email: mcusack@mpltd.ca

Tel: 506.333.1064
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LOOKING BACK AT EXCAVATING
By HCEA Canada
Pictured here in 1921 is
a Marion Model 21 gasoline-powered shovel that is
trenching on a water main.
Since backhoe (pull-shovel)
attachments were in early
design and testing phases
by several manufacturers,
contractors utilized what
machines they had. The
trenching was handled
with the shovel digging forward instead of the backhoe
reversing while digging. The
Marion shovel shown here
was repositioning hardwood
mats over the already-excavated trench to begin digging
the next section. The shovels
could be equipped with a
longer dipper stick for deeper
cuts. Note the all-riveted
boom, stick & bucket made
prior to the introduction of
arc-welding assembly.
The Marion Power Shovel
Co. in Ohio began building
rail-mounted steam shovels
and log loaders in the 1880s.
The Marion shovels were ruggedly built, as shown by the
twenty shovels dispatched to
work on the Panama Canal.
The construction of Ontario's
Welland Ship Canal, from
1913 to 1935, saw several
Marion draglines at work.
In the boom that came after

TRUST THE LEADER
OF THE PACK
Arctic Wolf is still the first name to rely
on for quality, convenience and value in
aftermarket A/C systems and parts.

the Second World War, many
Ontario contractors opted
to buy from well-known
shovel manufacturers with
Canadian production plants,
such as Koehring (Brantford),
Link-Belt (Woodstock) and
Bucyrus-Erie (Guelph).
The Marion 21 shovel could
be mounted on steel wheels
or track-mounted with two
or four-crawler configurations. More than 800 Marion
21 shovels were built between
1919 and 1926. They were originally by steam, but by the
end of production there were
several options, including
gasoline engines, electric or
gas-electric generators.
By the end of the 1990s,
the Marion Power Shovel Co.
had been taken over by rival
manufacturer Bucyrus-Erie,
marking the end of a century
of innovation. Several large

walking Marion draglines
and cable shovels are still in
being used in Surface Mining
operations.
Unfortunately, due to
COVID-19, HCEA Canada reluctantly cancelled the annual
June event 'Wheels & Tracks
in Motion.' A decision on 'The
Last Blast,' our October event,
will be determined early in
September. For updtaes visit
www.hceacanada.org.
To see more than 60 restored pieces of vintage
construction equipment in
action, attend the events held
by the Historical Construction Equipment Association
(HCEA Canada) at the Simcoe
County Museum near Barrie,
Ontario.
HCEA Canada is a Proud
Community Heritage Partner
of the Simcoe County Museum.

Easy-to-install custom kits for all
equipment makes and models
Over 7000 part numbers and service
packs in-stock and ready to ship
Trusted for expert personal service and
support for more than 30 years

hammondac.com

1.800.267.2665

sales@hammondac.com

21-HAC-0008 EJ-Arctic Wolf 5.125x7.5 BW.indd 1

YOUR HEAVY EQUIPMENT
RENTAL HEADQUARTERS!
Tri-City Equipment is a 100% privately
owned Canadian corporation.

FOR SALE

2011 J C FLOAT TRAILER – very good condition, 75/65
ton 9'6" wide drop side. Aluminum rims. $85,000

2021-04-30 1:13 PM

FOR SALE

2010 KW T370 - 14ft body, 10,000 lb crane, Miller
welder, compressor, 232,750 miles.
$84,000

FOR SALE

2017 BELL B45E - 6,200 hrs. - tailgate, box liner, serviced
and ready to go! 2 to choose from. $275,000/EACH

519-767-9628
1-800-646-2064

FOR RENT

CAT 930/950 - Q/C, 3rd valve, bucket
and forks available.

FOR RENT

ROLLERS - 54" - 84" late model, smooth
drum and padfoot available.

FOR RENT

2.7T, 5.5T & 8T units available w/multiple
attachments.

FOR RENT

25, 30, 40, 45 TON TRUCKS - available
with tailgates + floatation tires.

CONTACTS
CALL OR TEXT

RYAN ARMISHAW
(519) 240-4672

FOR RENT

CAT D6N LGP - grade control, GPS ready
- D6T also available.

FOR RENT

CAT D5K - A/C, 6-way blade, grade control,
camera, LGP. CAT D3 also available.

FOR RENT

LINK-BELT 145X4DZ - aux. hyd., Q/C,
available w/rubber pads. Hitachi ZX135
also available for rent.

DAVE ZAPPITELLI

DIG/DITCH BUCKETS - multiple sizes
available: 5T, 8T, 13T, 20T, 30T, 35T, 45T, 70T.

FOR SALE

HYDRAULIC HAMMERS - units for all
sizes, new and used.
FOR RENT

CONNECT WITH US!

TRI-CITYEQUIPMENT.COM

CAT 335 - Vision link, Q/C, choice of bucket
- 336 also available for rent.

buckets,
attachments
& PARTS

(226) 962-6106

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

60 FOOT LONG REACH – choice of
buckets, 250 & 300 sizes available.

AVAILABLE FOR SALE
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INTO SIMULATION

A conversation with Julien Richer-Lanciault regarding
excavator and earthmover training simulators
People have been using simulators
to train for machine operation for
almost a century. From the Link
Trainer, the first flight simulation
device, created in 1929, to today’s
plethora of mass-produced virtual reality and video game-style
machine operation simulators, we
have always seen value in simulating operation.
For heavy equipment operators,
simulators are a tool that can be
used for things like facilitating
muscle memory of the controls
of a machine, cutting down on
the emissions of full in-machine
training and avoiding accidents
and injury caused by inexperience.
Some companies, like Caterpillar,
have incorporated command centres where real heavy equipment is
operated remotely through simulator-like systems, utilizing cameras
for view of the machine and jobsite.
Montreal’s CM Labs has designed
many different types of software
for training simulators, including
excavators, bulldozers and wheel
loaders.
This software is trusted by various
training programs and institutions,
including the Operating Engineers
Training Institute of Ontario, an
institution backed by the Government of Canada.
Julien Richer-Lanciault, Product
Manager at CM Labs Simulations,
fielded some questions regarding
their excavator and earthmover

training simulators from our editor: do you think are most transferrable

Simulators have been used in training
programs for trucking and flying for a
long time, but it seems to be a more
recent trend for heavy equipment.
Do you think that simulators have
become a necessary tool in heavy
equipment training programs like
they are in other industries?
Yes, training simulators in heavy
equipment is considered new, but
we see a great adoption from the
market. Our heavy equipment
simulators can cover everything
from machine familiarization
to advanced operations. It’s the
perfect way to bridge the gap from
classroom to the real machine
and ensure new operators are
ready and have the confidence
to take the controls of the actual
equipment before doing so. It
ensures safety by only graduating
those operators that are ready, up
to the real machine.
With simulation, you are transforming subjective assessment to
objective evaluation that’s based
on actual data that the simulator
captures, scores and reports on.
Instructors are more empowered and have access to points
of views/drone views they don’t
have in the field.

What skills learned from the heavy
equipment software, specifically
excavator, dozer and wheel loader,

to a real machine? What are the
limitations of what can be learned
on a simulator, if any?
One of the core benefits of our
simulators is the machine behavior. While you may find motion
platforms on other sims, what
really differentiates us from them
is the fact that our sims move
according to the reaction of the
machine. Our patented software
leverages real equipment data to
determine how the equipment
should react. This allows us to
provide advance training that
goes beyond controls familiarization. You can teach operators
techniques like pivot turns, slot
dozing, articulated driving, how
to catch a crane’s pendulum
etc. We actually just launched a
video campaign where you can
see these in action.
Specifically, beyond controls
familiarization and basic earthmoving skills, the Dozer Simulator
Training Pack features advanced
exercises that focus on complex
skills such as material spreading
and access road creation.
The Excavator Training Pack
exercises immerse operators in
challenging environments that
allows them to develop specific, complex skills, such as pipe
placement and load handling.
Du r i ng t h e W h e e l L o a d e r
training exercises, operators can

change tools depending on the
task they need to accomplish.
Trainees learn the proper usage
of the wheel loader’s quick coupler, in order to avoid accidental
release of the bucket during operations.

How adjustable are the settings to
the multitude of shapes, sizes, power
and controls of the machines that are
used on real job jobsites?
We work with OEMs to ensure
our equipment training packs are
based on real equipment specifications. That said, our products
are a generic representation of
them. Our controls and pedals
are what you can find on the real
machine. If potential users have
specific needs, like controls, attachments, LMIs or exercises,
we can develop it for them as a
service. Our curriculum focuses
on building skills that you can
transfer to other equipment, for
example, the skills you build on
a 20-ton excavator can be transferred on 30 ton or larger.

With the growing demand for
equipment operators, do you think
that simulators can attract the
younger, more tech savvy generation
to the field?

Abs olutely, this is par t of
our core messaging as well.
What quality simulation allows
companies to do is provide a real-world perspective to potential
recruits about what a life as an
operator can look like. Equipment
has and continues to undergo innovations that have transformed
the industry. It’s not as labor
intense as it used to be and we
need to demonstrate that to the
next-gen. Equipment can also be
quite technologically advanced
and these advances need to be
reflected in simulation.
The other interesting aspect is
that those companies who invest
in simulation as part of a workforce development program are
demonstrating to their employees
that they can have a career path
with them. These companies are
basically saying “we can train you
to move up the ladder” and that
has proven to help with employee
retention.
For more information about
CM Labs’ training software, visit
www.cm-labs.com. They will also
be showcasing some of their new
products in booth N2008 at The
Utility Expo, which takes place in
Louisville, Kentucky, September
28-30, 2021.
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John Deere debuts anti-vibration undercarriage system on 333G compact loader
John Deere expands its compact
equipment offerings with the
introduction of the anti-vibration undercarriage system for the
333G Compact Track Loader.
Designed to reduce machine
vibration and increase operator
comfort, the anti-vibration undercarriage system was created as
a solution to combat operator
fatigue and enhance the user’s
experience.
“At John Deere, we are committed to enhancing our operators’
experience and creating a more
productive and dynamic job
site,” said Luke Gribble, solutions
marketing manager, John Deere
Construction & Forestry. “The
new anti-vibration undercarriage

delivers on that commitment,
providing a solution to increase
comfort, in turn boosting operator performance. By improving
the operator experience, we’re
helping to maximize overall productivity and profitability on the
job site.”
This new undercarriage option
was developed with the goal of
enhancing machine operation,
helping operators to remain focused on the job at hand.
Key features of the anti-vibration undercarriage system include
an isolated undercarriage, bogie
rollers, updated grease points,
hydrostatic hose protection shield
and rubber isolators.
By utilizing an anti-vibration

suspension at the front and rear
of the track frame and absorbing
shock through the rubber isolators, the machine provides a
smoother ride for the operator.
These features also enable the
machine to travel at higher speeds
while retaining material, and
permitting the machine to flex
up and down, creating a more
comfortable operator experience,
ultimately helping to reduce operator fatigue.

improved stability on uneven
grounds and enabling larger debris to pass between the roller and
track system.
This updated design also features a new oscillating bogie arm,
further enhancing operator efficiency. This design includes only
four new grease points, which are
easy to access, meaning operators
can spend more time in the cab
and on task.

Staying productive

Improving operator experience was a key priority during
development of the anti-vibration
undercarriage system.
With that in mind, additional
enhancements were made and a

Designed with productivity in
mind, the new bogie roller system
allows for oscillating movement of
the rollers, promoting smoother
transitions when cresting a hill,

Limiting downtime

new angled steel shield was added
to protect the hydrostatic hoses
from exposure to debris.
As a result, operators can expect
less downtime due to a reduction
in potential damage to the hydrostatic hoses.
Additionally, rubber isolators
were implemented to offer longer track life and allow for easier
repairs compared to other competitive solutions.
The anti-vibration undercarriage system is now available on
zig-zag bar tracks on the 333G
Compact Track Loader models
and can be purchased in the
United States and Canada, as
well as in various international
locations.

visit US AT

BOOTH #S28107

QUiCK DeliVeRY

VeRSATilitY

Make a Way.

iN-sTOCK PARtS

1.336.584.6700
WORDROCKDRillS.COM
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used machines, one click away at brandtused.ca

2008
2020 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE 310SJ
75G
0U017448
Unit #: 0U164539

$55,900
$139,900

2018
2014 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE 17G
324J
Unit #: 0U227879
0U037041

$33,400
$77,500

2013
2014 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE 953K
2154D
Unit #: 0U233120
0U210818

$184,900
$95,000

2015
2014 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE 772G
903K
Unit #: 0U667199
0U261183

$335,000
$109,900

2018 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE 544K
770G
Unit #: 0U687826
0U683724

$165,000
$169,900

2013
D65EX-17
2018 KOMATSU
BOBCAT T590
#: 0U001289
0U025035
Unit #:

$155,000
$46,500

2014
2020 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE 903KH
320G
Unit #:
#: 0U259733
0U368971

$111,000
$62,500

2016
2017 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE 772G
310E
Unit #:
#: 0U673522
RO679672

$359,000
$340,000

2018 JOHN
CASE DEERE
580SN 544K
Unit #:
#: 1U691707
0U743217

$219,100
$129,000

2016
DEERE
35G
2014 JOHN
KOMATSU
XT430-2
Unit #:
#: 0U277310
0U001031

$50,850
$305,000

2013
T770 D6TXW
2012 BOBCAT
CATERPILLAR
#: 0U011945
3U001176
Unit #:

$46,900
$245,000

2007
ZX350LC
2009 HITACHI
JOHN DEERE
410
Unit #:
#: 0U052255
0U175518

$89,000
$74,900

2018
2018 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE 324K
410E
Unit #:
#: 0U047382
0U685782

$124,000
$460,000

2019
2020 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE 324G
325G
Unit #:
#: 0U345845
0U369794

$62,500
$88,900

2017
730
2016 CATERPILLAR
JOHN DEERE 648L
Unit #:
#: 0U400509
0U671911

$439,000
$175,000

Your go-to choice for quality refurbished,
used and aftermarket industrial equipment parts.
brandt.ca/valueparts

18882272638
FLEXIBLE OPTIONS
FINANCING CUSTOMIZED,
FIND OUT MORE 1-855-711-4545

2015
PC290LC1
2018 KOMATSU
JOHN DEERE
350G LC
Unit #:
#: 0U027252
0U812995
Unit

$128,000
$345,000

2015
2021 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE204K
324L
Unit
Unit #:
#: 0U038979
0U060924

$79,900
$140,000

2016
DEERE
314G
2017 JOHN
BOMAG
CR462
Unit
Unit #:
#: 1U297290
CR731008

$42,900
$459,900

2014
2018 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE333E
848LXT
Unit
Unit #:
#: 1U264976
0U686530

$55,000
$366,600

2010
2011 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE 310SJ
850J
Unit
Unit #:
#: 0U190497
0U209801

$50,000
$134,900
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ROADBUILDING

Road Widener equipment grants the
wishes of industry professionals
Fueled by the constant frustration of not being able to
get the appropriate equipment for their jobs, two road
construction professionals
took it upon themselves to
create the equipment themselves.
Working out of a two-car
garage, in 2007, they became
Road Widener LLC.
First, they developed and
introduced the FH Series
Road Wideners, adding a remote-control option in 2017.
In 2019, they introduced
yet another piece of equipment industry professionals
wished existed; the Offset
Vibratory Roller.
Now, Road Widener works
out of a state-of-the-art fabrication facility in Southeast
Wisconsin, a long walk from
the two-car garage they started in.

FH & FH-R Road Wideners
Designed to revolutionize
profitability, the FH & FH-R
Road Widener shouldering
& side paver attachments
offer versatility in a compact
package.
It can take on road shoulder repairs, remediation,
road widening, trench backfilling and even asphalt and
aggregate placement—all
with an attachment compatible with equipment most
companies already have.
“Since the attachment is
compatible with common
machines contractors already own, there’s less hassle
with setting it up and most
customers quickly recognize
the versatility, profitability

and ROI it provides,” said
Lynn Marsh, Road Widener
LLC President.
The Road Widener attachment works with loaders,
graders, compact track loaders and skid steers. It also
comes in single and dual
discharge formats.
With the Road Widener
attached to one of these machines, material feeds from
the hopper and out the discharge(s), where the shoe
evenly grades the material.
With a dump truck feeding
material to the attachment,
it can evenly dispense up to
20 tons in under 10 minutes.
In 2017, Road Widener
sold their first remote-controlled version of the FH
attachment, the FH-R.
“We weren’t sure how
much interest the FH-R
would receive at the beginning, but it has proven to
be one of our most popular
options for customers. The
convenience of being able
to run the entire operation
with one person instead of
two has been a big draw for
contractors.”
In terms of applications,
the FH and FH-R have proven
to be quite versatile.
“We don’t often hear about
the (unique) uses, but the
ones we are aware of started out with laying asphalt,
then led to other applications, such as filling trenches
with stone layers on major
roadways that were cut into.”
“Additionally, we have
learned some companies
have used our attachments
for laying concrete in specific

areas or locations on and
off the road. Others have
used it to convey a variety
of materials from wood to
feed for farm animals,” Marsh
continued.

Offset Vibratory Roller
This attachment was introduced in 2019 and serves as
Road Widener’s second solution to a maddening problem
in the industry.
“The Offset Vibratory
Roller’s unique design allows the host machine to
drive safely on flat ground
while compacting sloping
shoulders, ditches and other
hard-to-reach areas alongside the road, a task that
has traditionally put road
crews in danger of rollover
accidents, increased workers’
comp costs and poor safety ratings,” explains Marsh.
“Additionally, the compact
design of the attachment
provides minimal traffic
disturbances.”
Road Widener believes the
combination of the vibration and roller offers optimal
compaction.
There are three interchangeable drum sizes and
multiple widths available,
it works with standard and
high-flow hydraulics, has
a remote-control option,
attaches via SAE quick
connector coupling and is
compatible with loaders, skid
steers, compact track loaders
and road graders.
A focus on safety has become a trend with Road
Widener, as both of their
machines and their subse-

quent updates attempt to
find ways to keep workers
out of harm’s way.
“Safety has been an important selling point of
our Offset Vibratory Roller
as well. Once attached to
a host machine’s lift arm,
the Offset Vibratory Roller
becomes operable by easily connecting to the host
machine’s hydraulics and
pairing the remote control.
From there, all aspects of
the attachment, including
height, angle, extension and
compaction adjustments,
can be operated by a single
crewmember via the remote
control.”

The future of Road Widener
Road Widener’s first 14
years have seen the tackling
of convenience and safety in
the roadbuilding industry. In
terms of their future and their
plans for expanding their attachment lineup, Lynn Marsh
wants to keep most of the
ideas under wraps.
“Yes, we have some new
innovations in the works, but
are not ready to announce
them yet,” Marsh explained.
However, Marsh did offer
that Road Widener is working
on a new option for the Offset
Vibratory Roller.
“One of our upcoming
innovations will be an optional water spray system for
the Offset Vibratory Roller.
The attachment was originally designed for aggregate
compaction, but many of
our customers have been
utilizing it for compacting
asphalt as well.”
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Dynapac underlines environmental commitment with electric tandem roller
Compaction and paving equipment manufacturer Dynapac
has underscored its commitment to helping customers
reduce their environmental impact by developing a unique
electric powered tandem roller.
The new machine, which is currently undergoing field-testing, is designed to compete in the 1.5 ton, tandem vibratory
roller class. It features a drum width of up to 1 meter, develops
a centrifugal force of 16.7 kN, a nominal amplitude of 0.4
mm, and a static linear load (front/rear) of 6.1/ 7.9 kg/cm.
Unlike the diesel fueled model upon which it is based,
the new CC900e tandem vibratory roller produces zero
emissions at the point of operation.
With electric machines becoming increasingly popular,
particularly among equipment rental fleet operators, the
timing of the CC900e is now perfect. Initially, the CC900e
will be produced in limited edition.

A collaborative concept
Weighing in at 1.6 tons and with an operating width of
0.8 to 1.0 meters, the CC900e double drum vibratory roller
has been designed to satisfy the specific demands of utility
contractors and rental fleet operators alike.
It delivers the same linear load, amplitude, frequency

and travel speed as the diesel-powered model.
To ensure that this new product met the specific needs
of users, Dynapac developed the electric-powered CC900e
in co-operation with one of those customers; global contractor SKANSKA.
From the very beginning of the research and development phase, SKANSKA has reviewed specifications and
prototype machines.
“Co-operation is the key to developing a successful product
and direct user input is incredibly valuable to a project of
this kind. From the user perspective, it is equally important
to be acquainted with the equipment at an early stage. Even
though the compaction performance is unchanged, there
are still small changes that have to be the work procedures
when transitioning from traditional fossil fuel to electric
power,” says Dynapac’s Fredrik Åkesson.
“The earlier operators can be exposed to those changes,
the easier it will be to adapt to the new equipment.”

Although the battery system used in the new model has
been proven to be effective in the past and is popular in the
market, it has been subjected to rigorous testing to ensure
that it meets the specific needs of the compaction equipment sector and is capable of withstanding the vibration
generated by the roller.
During that testing, prototype machines have clocked
massive amounts of hours in operation. Only now is the
Dynapac design team willing to begin making the machine
available.
“We have seen electric and battery power being applied
to mini excavators, skid steer loaders, access equipment
and site dumpers. And these have been widely welcomed
by forward thinking and environmentally-aware rental
fleet operators and contractors. The only thing missing has
been an electric-powered tandem vibratory roller to run
alongside these other zero emissions machines,” concludes
Dynapac’s Fredrik Åkesson.
“With the development of the CC900e, Dynapac has taken
a massive technological step. We are proud to be the first
An emission-free future
The CC900e has been in development for more than two realizing this from an “exhibition concept” machine into
years. This long process involved a dedicated 20-person something we now have on the field. That step sets our
customers on the path to a zero emissions future.”
research and development team.

1.866.488.0878
AN INDUSTRY
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SPECIALIST
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Minnich Manufacturing awarded
GOMACO’s 2020 Supplier of the Year
Minnich Manufacturing,
a leading manufacturer of
concrete dowel pin drills,
concrete vibrators and
vibrator monitoring systems, has been recognized
as GOMACO Corporation’s
2020 Supplier of the Year.
The award was presented
to Minnich for its dedicated
effort and continued partnership toward GOMACO’s
business success for 2020
and the years ahead. Minnich Manufacturing is the
first-ever recipient of the
award.
Minnich and GOMACO

have worked together in the
concrete paving industry
for many decades. Minnich’s products are used
on several of GOMACO’s
equipment, including the
HV-2PE hydraulic internal
paving vibrator, the Auto
Vibe CC vibrator monitoring system, and most
recently, the Stinger electric flex shaft vibrator.
GOMACO, a worldwide
leader in concrete construction equipment offers
products through a global
distributor network for
sales, parts, and service

expertise. GOMACO has
a full line of concrete paving equipment to meet the
needs of the industry.
“At Minnich, we pride
ourselves on service and
d e v e l o p i n g i n n ov a t i v e
products that solve contractors’ problems,” said
Todd Jurjevic, president/
chief sales officer (CSO) for
Minnich Manufacturing.
“Receiving this award
from GOMACO is an honor
and the reason our team
continues to believe in
making ser vice a priority.”
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Volvo Used Equipment
For more information contact:

J.J Lyons
jjlyons@strongco.com
Mississauga Ontario
1.800.268.7004
1.905.565.3857

2018 Volvo DD105, 130 hrs, 2-bar water system,
canopy, impact spacing meter, temp gauge kit,
back up alarm, rotating beacon.
$132,150

2018 Volvo DD120C, 895 hrs, high freq. 2 amp.,
intelligent compaction, compaction assist, drum
spray water pump.
$125,900

2012 Volvo ECR58, 16” Rubber Track, CAB
with heat and AC, dozer blade, coupler and 24”
bucket.
$47,500

2012 Volvo EC380D L, 12,000 hrs, 36” pads, rear
camera, pilot control pattern changer, hyd. coupler,
54” dig bucket.
$112,500

2018 Volvo ECR235, 32” triple grouser track pads,
rear & side camera, 2 pump double acting hyd.,
boom float, pattern changer.
$165,000

2012 Volvo EC380D, 10,500 hrs, 36’’ triple grouser
track pads, Q/C, heat, 48 “ bucket, roller guards.
$140,000

2015 Volvo EC350EL, 4800 hrs, 36” pads, 2
pump double acting hyd., heated seat, rear camera,
hydraulic Q/C, 60” dig bucket.
$165,000

2015 Volvo EC300E L, 36” pads, pilot control
pattern changer, 2 pump double acting hyd., rear
view camera, boom float, 48” dig bucket. $85,000

2013 Volvo EC480D, 36” triple grouser tracks,
climate control, heated suspension seat, joystick 4
switch controls, 54’’ bucket.
$170,000

2015 VOLVO L120H, 4000 hrs, 3rd function hyd.,
boom suspension, auto lube, colour rear camera,
comfort drive control, 5 yd. bucket
$185,000

2004 Volvo L110E, 3rd function hydraulics, boom
suspension, Q/C, extra work lights, 4.5 yd. bucket.
$85,000

2004 Volvo L60E, 3rd function hydraulics, AC,
boom suspension, full fenders, Q/C, 2.5 yd.
bucket
$62,500

2011 Volvo L90F, 3rd & 4th function hydraulics,
hydraulic quick coupler, 3.5 yard bucket.
$95,000

2010 Volvo L90F, 3rd & 4th function hydraulics,
quick coupler, 3.2 yard bucket, rear view camera,
block heater, newer tires.
$87,500

2005 Volvo A40D, 14,000 hours , tailgate, heated
suspension seat, good rubber, clean unit.
$135,000

2010 Volvo A35E, 13000 hours, box heater, newer
tires, back up camera, nice clean unit.
$135,000

2018 Volvo A30G 1600 hours, wide tires, exhaust
body heat, spill guard, colour rear view camera,
extra work lights.
$390,000

2008 Volvo A30E, exhaust body heat, newer
23.5R25 Michelin tires, auto traction control, front
spill guard, AC, VERY CLEAN UNIT. $135,000

ALBERTA

Acheson
877.948.3515
Calgary
800.342.6523
Fort McMurray
855.799.4201
Grande Prairie
888.513.9919
Red Deer
866.950.3473

ATLANTIC

Dartmouth
800.565.1916
Moncton
800.332.3338
Mount Pearl
888.542.2202

ONTARIO

Burlington
800.668.9575
Kitchener
800.265.2488
London (Lambeth)
800.265.4762
Mississauga
800.268.7004
Ottawa
800.822.3308
Sudbury (Lively)
800.267.9833
Thunder Bay
800.465.5080

QUÉBEC

Baie-Comeau
866.996.3091
Boucherville
877.674.8380
Chicoutimi
800.323.1724
Laval
800.363.6789
St-Augustin
800.463.2662
Trois-Rivières
855.840.0828
Val-d’Or
800.561.4192

www.strongco.com
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Wirtgen, a driver of
innovation for 60 years
Construction machinery
from Wirtgen is in use all
over the world today. In
addition to Wirtgen cold
milling machines, which
are found on many road
rehabilitation job sites, the
machine manufacturer also
produces recyclers, soil
stabilizers, slipform pavers
and surface miners.
Wirtgen’s products and
technologies have been
shaping road construction
for 60 years and are syn-

Impressive performance. Superior comfort. Excellent uptime and reliability. Bobcat ® large
excavators deliver everything you’ve come to expect from Bobcat equipment – only more of it.

onymous with efficient and
The first cold milling macost-effective construction chine was a rear loader with
methods.
a hydraulic milling drum
drive. The SF 3800 C was
60 years of road construction capable of milling up concrete, asphalt, and gravel
experience
In 1961, Reinhard Wirtgen of varying depths without
started out with a trucking having to significantly heat
company for road construc- the sub-base.
tion materials. Through
This not only increased the
innovative machine de- milling depth and allowed
velopments, bold ideas, the machine to work faster,
and a visionary approach, but also saved energy. Over
he built Wirtgen into an time, the company has coninternationally renowned tinued to use its expertise in
construction machinery cold milling technology to
specialist. His own experi- set new standards.
ence as a service provider
in road construction helped How Wirtgen’s cold milling is
shape a corporate culture done today
that fosters close relationThe current milestone in
ships with the customer.
cold milling technology is the
Today, the company forms company’s F-Series of large
a central pillar of the Wirtgen milling machines.
Group. Each of the prodWith this range of high-peruct brands with their own formance machines, Wirtgen
unique history—Wirtgen looks to set new standards
(founded in 1961), Vögele in efficiency and resource
( 1 8 3 6 ) , Ha m m ( 1 8 7 8 ) , friendliness, as well as in the
Kleemann (1857) and Ben- digital documentation and
ninghoven (1909)—has evaluation of milling job sites.
made a significant impact on
As was the case when Wirtand advanced the applica- gen made the revolutionary
tion processes in their field. switch from hot milling to
Wirtgen Group stands cold milling in the 1970s,
for 660 years of experience the company is once again
in road construction. Five trying to revolutionize road
brand headquar ters in construction.
Germany, international production facilities in Brazil, Mill Assist: Lower consumpChina and India, numerous tion, more power
In the new F series, Wirtsales and service companies
and a close-knit dealer net- gen has implemented a
work ensure that the group’s machine concept capable of
products and technologies autonomously meeting the
are used in every market operator’s performance and
quality requirements.
worldwide.
In automatic mode, Mill
“Close to our customers”
is the value proposition of Assist selects the operating
the entire group of compan- strategy and responds to
changing conditions. This
ies today.
significantly reduces diesel,
Wirtgen’s cold milling process water, and pick consumption
In the early 1970s, Wirtgen as well as carbon and noise
developed hot milling, a new emissions.
process that for the first time
Wirtgen sees their F-Sermade it possible to remove ies with Mill Assist as the
asphalt over large areas.
groundbreaking answer to the
The next milestone fol- questions of the future, with
lowed in 1979, when Wirtgen sustainability and environonce again revolutionized mental protection becoming
road construction with the more important parts of RFPs.
development of the cold
milling machine.
Continued B13
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DOZERS - LOADERS - BACKHOES - ROLLERS

1-888-OAKEN-11 | www.OakenEquipment.ca

CUSTOMER SERVICE

TARTEN EQUIPMENT LIMITED

Sales • Service • Parts • Rentals
Canada’s Largest Bobcat Dealer Network

6199 Shawson Drive Mississauga, ON L5T 1E5
Phone: 905 670 1704
Fax: 905 670 4790
Toll Free: 1 888 670 1704
WWW.TARTEN.COM

Bobcat®, the Bobcat logo and the colors of the Bobcat machine are registered trademarks of Bobcat Company in the United States and various other countries.
©2021 Bobcat Company. All rights reserved. | 77955

COMMITTED TO SERVICE EXCELLENCE SINCE 1976
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Increasing machine efficiency
with Wirtgen Performance
Tracker
Another of the company’s
innovations is the digital
documentation and evaluation of milling job sites.
The Wirtgen Performance
Tracker precisely measures
the area milled, the milling volume and all of the
consumption data. These
parameters are displayed
in real time to the milling
machine operator on the
operator’s platform.
Immediately after the

completion of a milling
job, all of this data is documented in an automatically
generated report and sent by
email to the machine owner.
The efficiency assessment
can also be a valuable tool
for helping to further reduce
diesel consumption.

Specialized cutting systems
In order for the cold
milling machine to remove
pavement with precision
and efficiency, it is essential
that the drum, pick holder, and pick work together
perfectly. This is Wirtgen’s
specialty, and cutting tech-

nology is one of its key
technologies.
As a market leader, Wirtgen is continuously working
toward developing advancements in these cutting
technology components.
When doing so, the company incorporates practical
experience and feedback
from its customers into the
process.
W i r t g e n ’s i n t e r n a l ly developed, perfectly
compatible high-performance cutting systems play a
decisive role in the productivity of their cold milling
machines.

Allen Engineering introduces
new Triple Roller Tube Paver
Allen Engineering, a leader
in professional quality concrete placement, finishing, polishing, and paving
equipment, announced the
debut of their newest Triple
Roller Tube Paver.
The model 75 Triple
Roller Tube Paver (TRTP)
is a lightweight, economical roller tube paver that
comes with an electric start,
and is powered by a Honda
engine.
The TRTP75 is the newest roller tube paver in the
Allen Engineering lineup.
It is equipped with the
customer’s choice of tube
length, which allows for a
variety of concrete pours to
best serve the contractors’
project needs.

ALL MAKES
JOHN DEERE • CAT • CLARK
• FUNK • JCB • ZF • ALLISON

peter@converterman.com

246 Brockport Dr #21 Toronto, ON M9W 6W2

416-674-7000 | 800-265-8923

SUBSCRIBE TO

Postal Code:
Fax:

*By entering my email address, I hereby agree to receive email correspondence from Equipment Journal
(Pace Publishing Limited). I understand I can withdraw my consent at any time.

Please rush our subscription today! We enclose payment for:

 1 Year $44.00 (Includes applicable taxes)

22hp Honda IGX700 aircooled gasoline engine
Lightweight and economically efficient
Available in tube lengths
of 14’ through 24’
6” roller tube diameter
option
50-gallon water tank

contractor’s a much more
As the smallest TRTP in portability. Prior to this reAllen’s lineup, it is a fuel-ef- lease, the TRTP150B was the
ficient option that offers smallest in Allen’s lineup.

All Construction Equipment
All Material Handling Equipment
All Mining Equipment
All Forestry Equipment
All Trucks & Vans

Name:
Company:
Type of Business:
Address:
City:
Province:
Telephone:
Email Address*:

Standard features of
the TRTP75:

·
·
·
·
·

•
•
•
•
•

 2 Years $72.00 (Includes applicable taxes)

CHEQUE
ENCLOSED

 U.S. 1 Year $80.00 U.S.
*H.S.T. #104003 7957 RT Foreign Rates Upon Request

With the TRTP75, Allen had
contractors’ needs in mind
and cut that footprint in
half.
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NEW HIRES & APPOINTMENTS IN THE HEAVY EQUIPMENT INDUSTRY

Amer Diab named GM of Distribution Network Development for Daimler Trucks North America
Daimler Trucks North America
(DTNA) has announced that Amer
Diab has been appointed general
manager of distribution network
development, where he will lead
the growth and expansion of the
sales and service network for
Freightliner and Western Star
trucks in close collaboration with
dealer partners.
Diab began his career with
Daimler in 1997 as an industrial

engineer before making a transition to the finance and controlling
organization in 2004.
During his tenure, he has held
a variety of successive roles of
increasing responsibility. Diab
most recently served as general
manager, truck controlling.
In 2020, he was appointed interim CFO while then-CFO and
current DTNA president and
CEO, John O’Leary, assisted Mer-

cedes-Benz Truck in Germany as
chief transformation officer.
“Amer’s leadership acumen, diplomacy, and strategic thinking will
all be instrumental in maintaining
our high standards for customer
experience as we work with our
dealers to grow the Freightliner
and Western Star sales and service network to complement the
increasing share of the market that
our brands represent,” said Drew

Liebherr USA announces new Managing Director
Liebherr welcomes Kai
Friedrich as Managing Director of Liebherr USA and
Divisional Director of Construction Equipment.
In his role as Managing
Director, he will provide
leadership and guidance
necessary to oversee and
implement the corporate
and strategic plans for the

product segments under
Liebherr USA.
As Divisional Director for
Construction Equipment, he
will be responsible for managing the team of Liebherr
sales, service, training and
product management staff
for the company’s construction equipment product
range.

“Kai Friedrich has a proven track record of leadership
and many accomplishments
with Liebherr over the years.
He brings a wealth of knowledge and experience from
several Liebherr companies in various international
markets,” says Dr Torben
Reher, Managing Director,
Liebherr USA.

EMPLOYMENT

Amaco Construction Equipment is a privately run business in Mississisauga, Ont. since 1983 in
the aggregate, construction and road building industry. Amaco offers multiple niche style products
that are sold and serviced throughout the province of Ontario.
We are a close-knit team and are looking to add the following to our team:

ACCOUNT MANAGER - SOUTH WEST ONTARIO
Requirements:
• A valid driver’s license and a clean driving record
• Able to travel routinely c/w overnight stays when needed (4 days per week on the road)
• Own your own vehicle
• Reside within sales territory or willing to relocate.
• Valid passport and the ability to travel to the US for mfg training or tradeshows/conference
• Proven track record of success in an outside sales role
• Experience scheduling your own sales calls and documenting sales information in a CRM
• Experience using Microsoft Excel to manage data
• Post-secondary education in sales, marketing, or related field

Offering:
• $70,000 base salary (includes vehicle allowance and personal performance bonus)
• Commission earned on equipment sales, as well as sales of parts, services, and rentals
(based on percentage of invoice value)
• In your first year, you can expect to make $100,000/year with commission. As you build your
business, you can expect to make in excess of $120,000/year.

To apply for Account Manager: https://www.fitzii.com/apply/58933?s=c2
310T OR HEAVY EQUIPMENT MECHANIC
Requirements:
• Has a valid 310T or a 421T
• Must have excellent customer communication skills
• Willing to learn new brands of equipment
• Strong back ground in electrical and hydraulics
• Ability to diagnosis and provide accurate customer quotes
• Ability to work flexible hours
• A valid driver’s license with a clean driver’s abstract (AZ-DZ license if possible)
• Preferably within 45 min of Dixie and 401
• Ability to work out of town over nightb (ability to travel to the USA for training)
• Enjoys a new challenge everyday

Offering:
• Wage $35 - $45/ per hours
• Factory Training as available
• 2 weeks paid vacation
• Company credit card (company use only)

• Benefit plan (dental, drugs, vision)
• Tool allowance annually
• 5 paid personal days
• Great team atmosphere

To apply for 310T/HE Mechanic: https://www.fitzii.com/apply/59046?s=c2

Backeberg, senior vice president,
aftermarket, DTNA.
Diab holds a bachelor’s degree
in industrial engineering from
Youngstown State University and
an MBA, with a concentration
in finance, from the University
of Portland. He succeeds Kevin
Bangston, whose appointment to
the role of president and CEO of
Thomas Built Buses was previously
announced.
Amer Diab

Sinoboom Names Marketing and Business
Development Director Jolene Parisio
Sinoboom welcomes Jolene
Parisio as Director of Global
Marketing and North America Business Development.
As Sinoboom continues to
develop as an international
brand, Parisio’s role is central
in leading the global marketing and branding efforts
outside China, building international brand awareness.
In addition, she is guiding
the business development
strategy for the North American market, positioning
Sinoboom for growth in this
significant region for the access-equipment industry.
Commenting on Parisio’s
appointment, Sinoboom
North America CEO, Kolin
Kirschenmann, said, “We’re
excited to have Jolene join
the Sinoboom North America
leadership team. Her extensive experience in strategy
development and knowledge
in the marketing field has
had an immediate impact

on Sinoboom brand growth
in North America and internationally.”
Parisio stated, “I’ve been
fortunate in my career to
work at mature well-known
global brands. Rarely do
you get the opportunity to
contribute to building a
strong regional brand into a
global one. Having worked
in the access industry for
a considerable time, I was
impressed by Sinoboom’s
equipment quality, and immediately saw the potential
the company has for international growth. What also
really stood out was the
impressive leadership, and
the focus on the customer
experience. I’m proud to
be joining a company that
is co-founded and led by a
woman, Susan Xu, something not often seen in the
manufacturing world.”
Parisio has over 20 years’
experience in industrial

Jolene Parisio
marketing, almost a decade of which were spent in
the aerials industry leading
global marketing efforts for
the Genie lift brand, and the
remainder at heavy-duty
trucking brands, Kenworth
and Peterbilt.
Parisio holds an MBA from
Seattle University and Bachelor’s degree in Economics
from University of Washington.

Terex CEO appoints new President of Genie
John L. Garrison, Jr., Chairman, President and Chief
Executive Officer of Terex
Corporation, announced
today that Simon A. Meester
has been appointed President of Genie, effective
August 1, 2021. Meester will
continue to report to Garrison and join the Company’s
Executive Leadership Team.
Meester joined Genie in
2018 and currently serves as
Chief Operating Officer. He
previously worked for Eaton
Corporation, where he was
Vice President and General
Manager of the Industrial
Control Division. In the past,
he has also held senior roles
at Caterpillar and Sandvik.
Meester will continue to be
based in Genie’s Redmond,

Wash., headquarters.
“Simon’s leadership has
kept Genie team members
safe during the pandemic,
while leading key strategic
initiatives to deliver quality
and value for our customers,”
Garrison said.
“He is a proven leader
with a deep understanding
of the business, our customers’ needs, and how to drive
growth. I am confident that
he is the right person to lead
Genie forward.”
Meester commented,
“Genie has committed team
members, strong customer
relationships, and a passion to innovate and grow
the business. I am honored
to lead Genie and build on

Simon A. Meester
our momentum as we continue to position Genie for
the future.”
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MADE FOR CANADIANS

Rick Tipple, owner/operator of RT Septic &
Water Systems Inc., was working in the oilfields
when one day over a beer, his neighbour
and now employee, Mourie helped talk Rick
into opening his own septic company. Now
seven years later, RT’s business is flourishing.
Operating between Sturgeon County, Strathcona
County and Parkland County in Alberta, their
services include full site assessments, acreage
and subdivision septic and cistern design and
installation, service calls (pump replacements,
frozen systems and maintenance), and real estate
inspections. They are AOWMA certified and soon
to be SECOR certified, Rick also sits on the board
for Municipal Affairs of re-writing the SOP codes
for our industry.
When asked why he chose Kubota machines,
he said the first thing he fell in love with was
the accessibility of the track loaders. The door
to the track loaders rolls up and out of the way
instead of to the side. It locks into place allowing
you to leave the door open if you choose, unlike
any other track loader on the market. “I have bad
knees; this was much easier getting in and out of
for me. I also love the power of these machines.
The KX080-4 compact excavator has a deluxe
interior cab with an easy-open front window

as well. Kubota machines have been extremely
reliable for me. They have only required normal
maintenance. Nothing has ever gone wrong with
them. For the price point compared to the other
brands as well, there is no comparison. I can’t ever
say enough good things about these machines,”
stated Rick.

on it. Hmm, I wonder if their three children have
matching orange bikes too.

In fact, Rick is such a huge Kubota fan, that he
and his wife Tammy, who runs the office, drove
a few hours to Genesee to purchase a vintage
1964 Kubota sign to hang up in their garage.
They have also painted all their work trucks and
trailers orange and while interviewing Rick at a
septic test site, Tammy even pulled up sporting
their new Ram 1500 painted in Kubota orange
with the RT Septic & Water Systems Inc. decal

“I also have a really strong working relationship
with Mike Callan, Kubota product specialist at
Edmonton Kubota Ltd. Service is really huge for
me, and I didn’t get the same service from anyone
else. Both Mike and his dealership have taken
great care of me. I will never go anywhere but
Kubota to buy my machines. It’s that simple.”

RT has now bought five Kubota machines: a
Kubota U35-4 compact excavator, a Kubota
RTV-X900 utility vehicle, a Kubota Z125
Kommander zero turn mower, a Kubota SVL752 compact track loader, and the newest, a Kubota
KX080-4 Super Series compact excavator. RT uses
the Kubota SVL75-2 track loader for back filling,
grading and building mounds for septic beds. The
Kubota KX080-4 excavator is used site testing and
installing septic tanks, holding tanks, weeping
beds, and cisterns. The combination of speed
and accuracy of the Kubota KX080-4 compact
excavator along with Rick being a master of his
trade, allows him to determine within minutes
what septic tank is best for that site/home.

Thanks Rick.

Mike Callan, Kubota product specialist for Edmonton
Kubota Ltd., Rick Tipple, and Tammy Bovay, owners
of RT Septic & Water Systems.

KUBOTA.CA
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Since 1946

2018 JOHN DEERE 700K LGP
LOW HOURS, WINCH.

OLDIES BUT GOLDIES!

RENTED

2020 CAT 340 AMI CLEANUP BUCKET, 60’
REACH.

2013 KOMATSU PC210LC-10 50’ LONG
REACH.
FOR RENT

2018 JOHN DEERE 470G LC 2,959 HOURS,
Q/C, 12’10” STICK, AUX. HYD. FOR RENT

1989 CAT 245BL 16,000 HOURS, 70, 48 &
36” BUCKETS, COMPLETE NEW U/C,
RARE FIND!!
$69,000

2011 VOLVO ECR305CL 9350 HOURS, 10’
STICK, 48” BKT, COUPLER, AUX HYD. $75,000

2015 CAT 336FL 5,000 HRS, 12’10” STICK,
Q/C, THUMB, HP TOOL CONTROL.
POA

2017 CAT 308E2 CR 1200 HOURS, HYD.
THUMB, Q/C, BKT.
FOR RENT

2014 KOMATSU PC228USCL-10 3,965
HRS, 9’ 8” STICK, Q/C, AUX. HYD. $159,000

(2) 2017 JOHN DEERE 310SL 3700/4055
HOURS, FRONT/REAR COUPLERS, REAR AUX.,
E-STICK, PILOT CONTROLS, 4X4. ASKING EA
$86,500

2018 RUBBLE MASTER HS3500M
SCREENING PLANT 4X9 DOUBLE DECK
SCREEN, DEUTZ DIESEL.
$159,000

SURPLUS EQUIPMENT?
WE DIG CONSIGNMENTS

2014 CAT D3K2 LGP 3,100 HRS, 6 WAY BLADE
W/ POWER TILT, SWEEPS, A/C, WINCH, FOB
EDMONTON.
$115,000

2009 PARON 60 TON QUAD AXLE LOWBED
75 TON NECK, 9’ X 24’6” DROP SIDE DECK.
$115,000

NEW SCREENCORE TRIDENT 124
SCREENING PLANT. CAT C3.4 POWER,
4X12 DOUBLE DECK SCREEN.
RENT OR $225,000

• Take advantage of Hub's
75+ year market intel and
buyers network

• No lengthy exclusivity
commitments
• Get Retail Prices

• Control the selling process

HUB HALL OF FAME
Our loyal customers are one of the reasons we’ve
been in business for 75 years. To commemorate
our anniversary, we’re featuring some of the
strong partnerships we’ve formed along the way.

GAZOLLA
PAVING

CIRCA 2008

416-236-5425
60 N. Queen St.,
Toronto, ON M8Z ZC4

hubequipment.com

RENTALS

SALES
EVAN
TZARAS

etzaras@hubequipment.com

(416) 720-6280

ALEX
STEVENSON

astevenson@hubequipment.com

(647) 965-4943

DARYL
MACLENNAN

rentals@hubequipment.com

(416) 930-6757

